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Abstract

The coiiil^inatioii of sensing, processing, connnnnication and actua
tion has made the monitoring and operation of buildings a signifi
cant emerging ap])lication area for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN).
The design, im})lenientation and maiiagement of WSN is a complex
task requiring a broad si)ectruni of discijrlines such as networking
and jrrotocols, information management and enil)edding engineering
to be successful. Indoor environments in ])articiilar ])ose a number of
challenges that make the design of wireless networks a difficult task.
These include the infliience of obstacles and peo])le on radio

jdi'O])-

agation, ev('r evolving building layout and interference from other
wireless networks. The large scale adoption of wireless sensing for
building monitoring and control has been hindered due to the percep
tion that wireless sensors are inaccurate, ])rone to failure and require
significant effort to manage the infrastrnctnre. This is largely due
to a lack of formal design methodologies and tools to sni)i)ort the
l)lanning and deployment of indoor wireless networks. To contribute
to the develo])ment of these methodologies the research presented in
this thesis demonstrates that the rise of a software tool encapsulat
ing an automated design methodology can reduce the comi)lexity of
the design process, minimise the cost of these systems, and j)rodnce
reliable design outputs for wireless ai)plications within buildings. As
])art of this research work, a number of models that siip])ort the WSN
design process have been develo])ed. The main contribution of this
thesis is the develoj)nient of an agent-based optimisation algorithm
which has the capability to siii)port the automatic design of wireless
sensing infrastructures according to ap])lication specific requirements.
The optimisation approach and software tool developed as ])art of
the work })resented in this thesis has been evaluated using real WSN
deployments and design scenarios.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to the recent advancements in Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS)
reseaix^h it is now feasible to dej)loy self-configuring wireless sensor networks con
sisting of large numbers of small low-c:ost wireless devices for a range of a])plication
domains including military, agriculture, logistics, and robotics [1].
The combination of sensing, i)rocessing, communication and actnation have
made the monitoring and operation of buildings a significant emerging api)hcation area for WSNs. WSNs in buildings have been de])loyed for building risk
management [2], monitoring and controlling of the indoor environment and com
fort levels [3] (e.g. lighting, heating, air quality), and suj)i)orting event response
(e.g. emergency evacuation). The wireless capabilities, flexibility and low cost
also make WSNs ideal for retrofit scenarios such as heritage buildings [4] were
extensive wiring is infeasible. Although there have been a considerable number
of deployments of WSNs in buildings they remain on a relatively small scale.
This is largely due to the difficulties associated with programming, planning and
managing large networks of sensors. The planning, implementation and manage
ment of wireless sensor networks is a complex task requiring a broad spectrum of
disciplines such as wireless networking, information management and embedded
systems engineering to be successful [5]. In many cases the deployment of WSN is
a labour-intensive and cumbersome task as the physical environment can degrade
performance in a w^ay that has not been caj^tured during pre-deployment lab tests.
The reason for this is that the i)hysical environment has a strong influence on the
function of the sensor network by impacting the quality and existence of wireless

coiiiiniinicatioii links.
There are numerous challenges faced when designing WSNs and as result a
significant amount of research has been carried out in the area of protocol de
sign, middleware and energy, packaging and embedded systems design. However
maintaining connectivity and maximising the network lifetime stand out as crit
ical considerations especially for indoor applications.
At ])resent for practical deployments a designer ty])ically either selects an
ad-hoc ])lacement strategy based on experience or undertakes a labour intensive
site survey to sii])i)ort the process. These strategies have significant drawbacks
})articiilarly for large deployments, therefore the research community have been
working towards develo})ing more algorithms and tools to snpj^ort the planning
l)rocess. A common drawback of the majority of these WSN planning strate
gies is that they use idealised circular communication ranges. This assinn})tion
is unrealistic for indoor environments where obstacles affect link quality and as
a result the reliability of the network. Therefore these ai)])roaches that rely on
geometrical calculations generally will not i)rovide an o})tinial WSN design for
indoor environments. Moreover existing aj^proaches nsnally pursue a single o])timisation objective. In most scenarios, several as])ects of WSN })erforniance are
desirable and they should be considered during the design i)rocess through the
use of a multiple objective o})timisation algorithm. In addition these approaches
commonly addressed one of the three placement problems (sensor, base station
or relay node) rather than taking a more comprehensive approach looking at all
three j^roblerns that are tightly interlinked when ])lanning a com])lete network
infrastriictiire.

1.1

Motivation and Thesis

Currently there remains a lack of design support tools and formal deployment
procedures that reduce the complexity for designers and system integrators when
de])loying reliable yet complex indoor wireless infrastrnctnres that can support
site s])ecific apj)lications. The lack of formal design procedures leads designers to
conduct ad-hoc designs which do not lend themselves to i)rodnce reliable design
oiUputs. In some scenarios in order to ensure connectivity, designers over specify

the WSN resulting in increased cost for the WSN infrastructure. In other cases,
designers may over-estimate the capabilities of wireless sensing devices and as a
resnlt produce a network with insufficient and badly positioned wireless devices.
When a WSN design is nnder specified, further iterations where existing devices
are moved and new ones are added are needed in order to meet connectivity
requirements. This in tnrn increases design time, complexity, and cost, while
failing to address other imi)ortant as])ects of WSN design such as maximising the
lifetime of the network.
It is pro])osed that combining the multiple objectives of reviewed ])lanning
strategies, e.g. siimiltaneonsly ojhimise the i)lacement of relay nodes and basestations, will i)rovide an iinjiroved mechanism to design low cost, energy efficient
and reliable WSN. The research work which is described in this thesis will intro
duce a novel WSN design methodology to address the issue of device i)lacement
in buildings. This research work will iiK'lnde an inii)lementation of a modeling
tool that will j)rovide deployment sn])port for engineers and system integrators
when i)lanning a wireless sensor infrastnictnre for in-biiilding wireless sensing
applications.

1.2

Research Challenges and Contribution

A key component and major rt^search challenge of the proposed design method
ology is the a]3plication of an oj)tiniisation algorithm in order to automatically
produce a WSN design that meets site and application specific requirements. A
key contribution of this research work is the development of the utility function
that enables the combination of the many and often conflicting objectives that
are inherent to designing WSN applications. This novel WSN design ap])roach
will combine the i)reviously developed models in order to automatically generate
a wireless sensing infrastructure that is tailored to site and application specific
requirements. The objective of the proposed design methodology is not only to
imi)rove on the current WSN design ])rocess but also to allow for even inexperi
enced users to design WSN infrastructures that are tailored to their needs.
To develop such an approach the hrst aspect of this research will review and
analyse approaches that are currently used to design WSN for indoor applic^a-

tioiis. Based on these observations, and in order to addrss drawbacks of current
WSN design approaclies, a novel WSN design inethodoloy vdiich covers the most
important aspects of WSN design will be ])roposed. A umber of models will be
developed in order to su])port the \\'SN design proces. Each model will ad
dress a sj^ecific asi)ect of WSN design within buildingt ranging from building
environment, to network topology and battery models These models will be
woven into the fabric of the optimisation algorithm to u]3port the WSN design
process. The i)roposed WSN design methodology, incluling the various models
and automatic design algorithm, will be implemented a part of a WSN design
tool. This will allow for the proposed WSN design metbdology to be evaluated
and validated against traditional WSN design methodoLgies through real WSN
ai)phcation design and deployment.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organiscxl as follows;
• Cha])ter 2 presents an overview of the current aj^paaches to WSN design.
• Chapter 3 will introduce the design j)rocess which is equired to design WSN
for building automation. The ai)i)lication requirements will be described
with a set of models that are used to support the VSN design process.
• Chapter 4 will discuss the major contributions of tiis thesis, detailing the
research into the develojmnient of an optimisation agorithm supporting the
automatic design of WSN.
• Chapter 5 will j)rovide an evaluation of the developd WSN design metliodology, including its implementation as a software tol and test deplo3mients
validating the proi)osed WSN design methodology.
• Chapter 6 reflects on the conclusions that can be Irawn from completing
this research.

Chapter 2
Current Approaches to WSN
Design
2.1

Introduction

As wirol('ss sensors contiinie to become smaller, cliea])er and nice efficient there
use across many industry sectors has increased steadily in recenlyears. The flex
ibility offered by wirelessly enabled sensor devices that can formnetworks makes
them a very attractive proposition for many a])])hcations suchas environment
monitoring, localisation and health monitoring. However, thedesign of these
systems is a non trivial task and requires the consideration of laiiy, often con
flicting factors. These factors are typically driven by the end iser application
and include, the deployment environment, the choice of sensor pitform, network
protocol stack and to])ology, cost and system constraints, all ofvhich can influ
ence the performance of the resultant network. A significant aiDiint of research
works has been completed regarding specific aspects of WSN de&gn, i.e. commu
nication and routing protocols, MAC layer implementation, tirnesynchronisation
mechanisms, architectures, middleware. Figure 2.1 presents a bsic classification
of the research challenges associated with WSN and their relationhip among each
other, this is an extension of the review covered in [6]. The thre elements that
have received the most attention from the research community ar categorised by
• System: which encapsulates the ])latforni, operating systeii storage, sensor

hardware, energy and standards
• Services: which covers aspects such as localisation, data aggregation, syn
chronization, security and management
• Commimications protocol: addressing issues around the transport, network
and data link layers

Figure 2.1: Broad classification of various issues in a WSN
A comprehensive review of these asi)ects can be found in [6]. Advances in
many specific areas of WSN research contribute towards achieving reliable selforganising WSN operation. Given a set of sensor nodes deployed within an en
vironment these advances can lead to an overall improvement of the network
ojDeration.

However this classification can be extended to encompass another

critical factor to the successful application of WSN technology, namely WSN sys
tem design. With the ever increasing number of deployments the need for formal
design methodologies has been brought to the fore and has received some atten
tion from the research community. The design of \VSN can be considered to have

four design pillars, hardware, protocol, ap])licatioii design and deployment plan
ning, all of which dej)end on each other to achieve a reliable and robust operation
of the WSN. Hardware design and commnnications protocol design has received
significant attention to improve on the existing resource constraints of wireless
sensor devices. Ap})lication design, in particular the availability of support tools
still remains an open research challenge [7]. The research presented in this work
focuses solely on the fourth pillar, deployment planning. This involves taking in
to account the aj)i)lication objective, deployment environment, hardware type,
sensor coverage, connectivity, toi)ology and cost to determine the oi)timal num])er and i)osition for wireless sensor devices to meet ap])lication (end-user) defined
requirements. The sheer number of constraints that need to l)e considered makes
this a C“oni]:)lex task for a designer highlighting the need for suj^port tools that incor])orate a formal ])lanning strategy. The following is a review of current design
ai)i)roaches for WSN dejjloyment ])laniiing.
In terms of ])ositioning sensors, in some apidications (tyj)ically large dense
dei)loyments in areas that are not generally acx'.essible by humans) nodes are ran
domly i)lac‘ed with little or no control given to i)re-deterniine the j)ositiou of the
sensors. However when dei)loying sensors manually the position of each sensor
can be chosen. By carefully determining the sensor position better connectiv
ity can be ])rovided and the WSN will have more options to o])erate with bet
ter ])erformance. When dealing with indoor environments, the most significant
consideration that impacts the quantity, position and topology of the wireless
infrastructure is the layout of the building itself. The building structure and ma
terial tyj^es have a considerable influence on Radio Frequency (RF) propagation
from devices through the environment and as a result link quality and packet
reception rate. Reduction of link quality in a WSN resulting from poor choice
of sensor position relative to a building layout and interferences may result in
l)acket retransmission which in turn increase packet delivery time, nodes energy
expenditure and negatively impact overall WSN ])erformance. In general current
deployment strategies take one of the following options, an ad-hoc design, a site
survey or rely on other formal planning strategy. In this chapter, ad-hoc design,
site surveys and existing planning strategies will be described in detail and the
major gaps that have been identihed in these ap])roaches will be highlighted.

2.2

Ad-hoc Design

A coinnion technique employed by system integrators when deploying an indoor
WSN is a ’’try and see” approach. The network is built by placing wireless nodes
into initial positions. These })ositions may be pre-determined by the apj^lication
sensing requirements or by the designers own judgement when determining the
best ])lace to sense but also maintaining a reasonable distance between other
nodes in order for them to communicate. Measurement is usually carried out
to evaluate signal coverage and nodes are moved or added to improve network
j)erforniance. A few iterations are often necessary to get a design that satishes
connectivity requirements within the network. This approach relies heavily on the
designer’s exi)erie'nce, is time consuming and provides an optimal solution only by
chance. Moreover this approach raj)idly becomes unmanageable as the network
size grows. Some hardware vendors such as EnOcean ])rovide range planning
guidelines that can be used when dej^loying their products [8]. The guidelines
des(Tibe the attennation characteristics of typical building construction materials
and how each material inhueiu'es the transmission range when compared with
line of sight transmission. Tlie screening effect due to big metallic objects is also
described alongside the inii)ortance of selecting a i)roper wall penetration angle
so that the RF signals hit a wall as directly as possible to minimise RF signal
attenuation. R is the responsibility of the designer to consider and combine these
different parameters when j)lanning a WSN deployment, which may be overwhehning for inexjjerienced designers. In order to account for the multiple source
of RF signal attenuation, it is proposed to use a conservative, reduced circular
communication range to define the number and i)ositions of gateways and sensors
needed to cover an area of the building. A sample design using the guidelines is
shown in Figure 2.2. Depending on the target building, the actual communication
range can vary signihcantly between sites. Often the installers of these wireless
systems in buildings, are system integrators or even electricians, who have little
or no experience with wireless technologies and hence this apj^roach can lead to
the following problems:
Under estimation of the number of devices (sensors, relay-nodes or basestations) required to supi)ort the ai)phcation. This results in the designer

deploying a system with poor performance and as a rest they may not
only lose the confidence of their client but also incur alitional cost to
repair the ])oorly performing deployment.
• Over estimation of infrastructure requirements.

To ens'e good perfor

mance the designer may over estimate the number of deces required to
install the system. This can result in an uncompetitive jice for the cus
tomer in relation to alternative, perha])s wired systems avlable.
• To ensure reliability in large dei)loyments labour intensiveite surveys, ad
justments and re-designs may be required. This is ex}:)ense and increases
lead time to deployment and can make the solution uncoiDetitive in com])arison to alternative solutions.
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Figure 2.2: Sample WSN idaiming using EnOcean guidines
A ’’try and see” approach allows a designer to build a WSN ou' several itera
tions where sensor ])ositions are re])eatedly adjusted to achieve ii work coverage,
however the success of this approach relies heavily on the desiier experience.
In order to improve the quality of the initial design a widely usd method is to
undertake a large measurement campaign to better understand F propagation
characteristics of a particular l)uilding. A site survey-based appiach involves its
own challenges and is described in the following section.

2.3

Site Surveys

A site survey consists of undertaking a ineasureinent campaign within the tar
get environment. A significant amount of work is required to carry out several
measurement runs, collect and organize the captured data and to perform a final
evaluation. A number of WSN deployments within industrial plant environments
have been carried out [9, 10, 11].

In these research works, accurate wireless

communication characteristics prediction is regarded as being a key factor to a
successful WSN design. In each scenario, this is achieved by proceeding to a
site survey, which is a suitable solution considering the limited size of the WSN
de])loynient (varying from 5 to 45 nodes). While these ex})erinients took })lace in
extremely harsh environments for WSN, the results presented in [12] show that
the ])rediction of wireless signal characd,eristics is also required within more tra
ditional building environments. In [12] the researchers evaluated the impact of
several materials that are used within buildings on the maximum distance for re
liable RF communication to take i)lace. Tlu'y found that materials that are used
in traditional office buildings greatly imi)act RF coinmunication characteristics
and that the extent of the im])act varies from one material to the other. They
concluded that these various impacts on wireless signal characteristics should be
considered in order to attain a viable WSN deployment.
Hardware providers such as Spinwave Systems [13] and Monnit [14] ])rovide a
solution to enable a designer to assess the connectivity with deployed sensors at
different locations. Both solutions provide a hand held device which is carried by
the designer during the site survey process. When the designer is at a desired sen
sor location, the device assesses the RF link quality and signal strength from the
closest base station and informs the user by modifying a LED blinking pattern on
the device. These devices provide a simple way to assess the wireless communi
cation quality at several points within the environment. However proceeding to a
site survey using such devices is labour intensive as it requires performing several
point-to-point measurements at different locations. The collection and analysis of
the captured data necessary to perform a final evaluation is a time consuming and
labour intensive task. This ap])roach requires the designer to suggest a desired
l)osition for a gateway device, then, sensor ])ositions are adjusted, relative to the
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Figure 2.3: Ty])ical WSN topologis
bas('-statioii jjositioii, according to the measured poiiit-l-poiiiF link (|uality.
After several lueasiiremeiits, if the base station j)ositio]is iiotisfactory and
the designer decides to change it, ])reviously measuredoointpoint RF link
quality measurements are disc'aixk'd and must be retakeiin or to account for
the change in the base station ])osition. This ju'ocess, an the associated to
it, can become unnianageal)le as the size of the network icrea

2.4

Deployment Planning Stratejies

A WSN is composed of sensor nodes, which sense the oviromt and one or
several base stations that collect the data gathered by tfe sen? and may also
])erform some network management o])erations. In mui-hop works, sensor
nodes relay data which is sent by other sensor nodes t^vard base station.
In some cases the addition of relay nodes, may be neossar} allow all the
sensors to report their data back to the base station. Exaiples ingle-hop and
multi-hop WSN topologies are provided in Figure 2.3. Lr amioor scenario,
the WSN design problem can be broken down into thre categs: the sensor
node placement })roblem, the base-station placement prolem adie relay-node
plac:enient j^roblem.
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2.4.1

Sensor-node Placement

Previous research attempting to address the node placement prom was mostly
focused on develo])ing techniques to ensure coverage and comtivity but has
largely focused on obstacle-free environments [15, 16, 17, 18, . In these re
search works a ty])ical problem is to find the minimum iminbof sensors and
their i)ositions for a given environment in order to satisfy cove;e and/or con
nectivity objectives. Coverage is evaluated using a sensing ran which defines
the i)ortion of the environment which is covered by a sensor. Corctivity is eval
uated according to a communication range which specifies how fa sensor is able
to communicate. The notion of coverage varies from one applicon to another.
For exanij^le, in api)hcations sui)])orting target location such as 1 one described
in [15] there is a need for a denser coverage of sensor nodes thus required for
ty])ical environment monitoring a])j)lications as areas of the envinnent must be
covered by multiple sensors in order to ])rovide target locatioiTlie ap])roach
presented in [15] relies on a grid-based placement and a simulal annealing al
gorithm. The implications of the relationship between coverage d connectivity
ranges are studied in the work presented in [16]. Based on their •nervations, the
authors develo])ed an algorithm that can achieve different degreof coverage as
requested by aj)])lications. This api^roach is aimed at network ^-configuration
and re-configuration for a wide range of applications and envimients, i.e. it
targets scenarios where little or no planning is possible pre-depment. Rather
than determining best positions of sensor nodes to j)rovide covera the approach
allows the WSN to dynamically schedule its sleep and activity pern in order to
provide maximum coverage in an energy efficient manner. An oroach to pro
vide full coverage into an area using minimal number of sensor nes is proposed
in [17].The approach is based on idealised circular communicaticdiaracteristics
and used geometrical calculations. In the research work descr;d in [18] and
[19] the authors investigated several coverage problems and projed algorithms
to solve various deployment scenarios with different levels of co'age. The two
a])])roaches aim at maximising the coverage of a \\"SN which isnited to a re
duced number of nodes to be used due to cost limitations or on’ constraints.
Given a set of previously deployed sensors, their approach allowiie addition of
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sensors so that the overall coverage of the network is maximally improved. Both
approaches rely on graph theoretic and computational geometry constructs such
as Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangnlation. Although both works pursue
similar objectives, the more recent work described in [19] yields l)etter results
than the original work described in [18] as additional nodes provide an increase
in coverage area.
In the research work that are mentioned above, the studied problem was sim
plified by assuming that both sensing and communication ranges are circular and
various results have been obtained for varying levels of coverage and connectiv
ity. This idealised communication characteristics of the wireless nodes, combined
with the fact that obstacles are not consi{lered, render these techniques erroneous
when positioning devices within building environments.
An a])proach presented in [20] includes obstacles from within the deployment
environment however fails to consider the com])lexity of radio transmissions as it
only uses a sim})le geometrical api)roach to estimate connectivity and coverage
area. Similarly, the work i)resented in [21] i)r()poses a scheme that sui)ports the
de])loynient of sensors in indoor si)ace with obstacle. The described approach is
ai)])licable to the 3D S])ace and aims at ])roviding full coverage and c:onnectivity.
Obstacles are taken into account by the ap])roach as obstruction to the wireless
coinmunication, regardless of the material type the obstacle is made of. This
assumption is unrealistic and leads the proposed solution to ])otentially over
estimate the imj)act obstacles may have on sensor communication and as a result
use more nodes than may be required. This approach has been implemented
into a design tool [22] in order to facilitate the design process and allow the
user to visualise the results in an interactive 3D environment. Unfortunately the
shortcomings of the approach described in [21] apply to its implementation as a
software toll described in [22]. Another methodology to automate the position
of node ])osition for indoor eiivironments is proposed in [23]. In this proposal,
the communication range of a sensor is modelled using a device specific radiation
])attern. However the influence of obstacles within the environment is considered
using an enij^irical ])ro])agation model such as the Multi-Wall model. Despite
being comjmtationally efficient, the Multi Wall model only considers the direct
line between transmitter and receiver and often needs to be tuned for a specific
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environment in order to get an accurate prediction within the bilding. This can
lead to an increased design time and is akin to undertaken a sit survey.
The authors of [24] developed an a])proach which aims tc optimise sensor
})lacenient with the objectives of both maximising information gin and minimis
ing coinmnnication cost. Both metrics are modelled using a Gaiisian process and
are calibrated through the deployment of a small network conguration within
the target environment. The information gain is measured by the impact of a
sensor’s position to reduce the uncertainty of the sensed valuevvuthin the envi
ronment. The communication cost is derived according to the xpected number
of retransmissions l)etween each sensors. Based on the measu?d values, prob
abilities of successful communication are generalised for the enire environment.
The generalisation i)rocess associates an uncertainty value witl every probabil
ity modelling the coimmmication cost. The uncertainty associa^d with the link
(piality probability is higher in areas that were not covered by theiaini)le WSN. In
order to address this uncertainty, the algorithm will favour link^that are associ
ated with lower uiu'ertainty over links that are associated with hi her uncertainty,
regardless of link (piality. The selection mechanism is heavily veighted on the
link uiK’ertainty. This a])i)roach recpiirc^s a sample WSN to be employed to learn
the communication characteristics within the environment whih is impractical
for large environments. In addition there remains a level of unertainty due to
the small number of senscjrs being us(^d during the required learing phase. This
uncertainty may lead to inaccurate link quality prol)abilities i obstacle dense
environments. Furthermore the level of uncertainty may be redued by dejiloying
more sensors to increase the size of jire-deploynient or by moviipthe sensors and
repeating the learning phase. However the advantage of using a janning strategy
is reduced when more time and resources are required during th learning phase.

2.4.2

Base-station Placement

The position of the base station has a significant impact on seveal performance
asjiects of a WSN. In multi-hop networks, the sensor nodes sed their data to
wards the base station. In large networks the data may be reyyed by several
sensors in order to reach the Iiase station. Therefore the node that are closer
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to the base station have greater data forwarding load than other sensors at the
periphery of the network. This in turn results in increased energy expenditure
for these nodes that are closer to the base station due to the high volume of
forwarding traffic. Similarly the position of the base station may affect other per
formance aspects of the WSN such as delay and overall network topology. Many
research works have addressed the base station placement problem. The different
approaches that address the base station i)lacenient problem can be divided into
two categories: static and dynamic placement [25, 26]. In the former, the base
station is i^laced at a si)ecific location for the lifetime of the network. In the later,
the base station is assumed to have moving caj^abilities and different strategies
are described that involve ui)dating the ])Osition of the base station throughout
the lifetime of the network. This second scenario is mainly suitable for outdoor
or oj)en s])ace scenarios. In the research described in this thesis a fixed j)osition
for the base station is assumed as it is the most practic;al case for environment
monitoring in indoor, office-like, environments. Therefore ])roposals for dynamic
l)laceinent and re-location of base-stations will be omitted from this literature
review.
Several apjjroaches aim at o])timising the number and j^osition of base stations
in order to improve j:)articular as])ects of WSN i)erforniance. Other ajrproaches
have focused on improving the lifetime of the network [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] while
some have focused on maximising network cai)acity [32] or on reducing commu
nication latency [33].
In the work presented in [27] the researchers derive a scheme to design large
scale WSN with multiple base-stations instead of one in order to limit the en
ergy exi^enditure of the nodes and improve network lifetime. They focus their
ai)proach on minimising the number of base-stations for a predefined minimum
operational period. To address this problem they created an off-line optimisation
algorithm. Starting with one base-station, the number of base-stations is incre
mented one-by-one, and the best location for the base station is found using a
k-means clustering algorithm until the desired expected lifetime is reached. For
each round of the algorithm, the clustering algorithm is run to account for the
additional base-station. This ai)proach has Ireen validated using simulation and
it shows that network lifetime increases when more base-stations are used. In
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the research v/ork described in [28] the authors proposed an approach to opti
mise l)ase-station re-localisation during network operation in order to improve
overall network lifetime. This approach implements a mechanism which allows
for the base-station to determine its best position relying only of local knowledge
on the network. The proposed re-localisation algorithm has been compared to
a similar one that takes advantage of global information of the sensors within
the network. The evaluation presented in [28] showed that the algorithm based
on local knowledge approaches the performance of the global one very closely.
These results show that this approach is suited for the maintenance of WSN
through base-station relocation o])timisation. However this approach is not suital)le for the initial base-station placement as the algorithm requires feedl)ack from
an already deployed WSN. In addition the approach was designed for a densely
l>opulated WSN to provide more local ol)servations for its relocation mechanism
but this ai)i)roach may not j^erform well in sparser WSN scenarios. The work
described in [29] presents an ap])roach to optimise the base station location in
two-tier (cluster-based) WSN with res])ect to minimising the ])ower consumi)tion
of the cluster heads in order to reacT the base station. The ai)proach is based
on the relationshi]) between the distance between 2 nodes and the associated
l)ower required to communicate. This ai)i)roach however is aimed at heteroge
neous networks where cluster heads are different devices with significantly greater
communication range than regular sensor nodes. In the research work described
in [30] the authors investigate how multiple base stations can be used to max
imise WSN lifetime and to harmonise the amoniit of data transmitted by each
node within the network (in cluster-based, two-tier networks). To do so, they
developed linear programming models to find optimal locations of multiple base
stations and the optimal traffic flow rate of routing paths in WSN. To evaluate
connectivity among sensor nodes, only a distance parameter is considered and ob
stacles are not taken into account. In [31] the authors proposed an approach to
])lace an optimal number of base-stations in order to maximise network lifetime.
The network lifetime is o])timised through the limitation of the maximum num
ber of ho])s between a sensor and a base-station as an optimisation constraint.
Desihte the claim of the authors, their approach does not maximise the network
lifetime but instead minimise the number of base-stations that are required in or-
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der to keep every sensor within a user-defined number of hops of a base-station.
As they have shown, lifetime is maximised when all sensors are within one hop
of the base-station. However this requires a higher number of base-stations and
it is u]) to the user to define an acceptable trade-off between cost and network
lifetime.
Additionally to maximising the network lifetime, the ap})roach proposed in
[32] also looks at maximising the network capacity. In [32] the authors developed
an approximation algorithm to address the base-station problem in WSN. In or
der to provide algorithm performance guaranty, the algorithm reduces the infinite
searcli s])ace to a finite-elements space. A key advantage of the proposed approach
is a reduced algorithm complexity when comj)ared to previous approaches and
the optimisation objective can be adaptive. The authors described two design
scenarios where the objectives were to maximise network lifetime or capacity.
Although the objective of optimisation can be tuned, due to the associatt'd com
plexity it is not j)ossible to combine niultii)le optimisation ol)jectives in order to
achieve niulti-ol)jective design for the WSN.
The ap])roach described in [33] j)ursues a different objective. Instead of op
timising to attain an improved lifetime, it aims at finding the o})timal iiumber
of gateways required in order to minimise the communication latency within the
network. This type of approach is more suited for applications where minimal
delays for information delivery are favoured over extended network lifetime.
All the api^roaches above typically assume a circular communication range and
associate the required energy consum])tion with the distance between two nodes.
Although they can be applied for outdoor or open space scenarios, the nature
of indoor environments with several obstacles with different characteristics make
these distance-based approaches unsuitable for indoor WSN design scenarios. In
addition, these approaches pursue a single design objective. However in many
scenarios the WSN design requirements dictates that the WSN design addresses
multiple objectives.
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2.4.3

Relaj^-node Placement

In some scenarios, the addition of another base staton may only allow for the
connection of a few remote sensors to the rest of the network. In such cases, it
may be preferable to use additional relay nodes in oxier to connect a few iso
lated sensors to the rest of the network. Also, addng relay nodes in a mesh
network can help to better distribute the data forwading load of sensors and
in turn ini])rove the performance of the network in tTins of coimnimication la
tency or energy exj^enditure. The relay node placemeit problem has been tack
led by many researchers under several variants to account for different appli
cation requirements for the desired WSN. The dehniion of a relay node varies
in the different research work and can be separated in two categories. In the
first category, hybrid WSN is used and relay nodes ae considered to be higher
cai)acity devices with larger energy storage and greder coimnimication range
than the regular sensors [34, 35, 36, 25, 37, 38, 39, 4), 41, 42, 43, 43, 44]. In
the corresiionding research works, the WSN is iisualk described as a multi-tier
cluster-based network and the relay nodes act as thecluster head. For the sec
ond category, relay nodes are devices that are similar o the regular sensor nodes
[45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55). However they ire added to WSN in order
to extend its coverage (connect to more sensors) or t( imjirove in-network com
munication and performance (lifetime, delays, reliabiity). These WSN usually
adoj)t a mesh topology.
A jirimary objective of adding relay nodes is to connect together isolated
segments of the network so that every sensor can repot back to the base station.
This objective is addressed by the work presented in [46, 48, 53, 54]. In their
research works, the authors aim to provide connectiity among all the sensor
nodes by adding the minimum number of relay node, required. However their
aiiproaches differ in some points. In [46] it is assumel that relay nodes are the
only devices capable of forwarding data and thereforethey are required to form
multi-hop topologies.

By contrast, the work propos'd in [48, 53, 54] assume

that both sensors and relay nodes are able to forwarl data. The two different
assumptions are both valid and yield different impacts in terms of infrastructure
cost and performance. When sensors are basic device w4th no data forwarding
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capabilities they can be more easily implemented and are more likely to run longer
as they will not have to forward any data. On the other hand sensor nodes with
the possibility of forwarding data can reduce the need for relay nodes and in turn
the overall infrastructure cost. Another key difference between these ap])roaches
is that in [46, 48, 53] communication range is idealised and assumed to be circular.
The approach j^roposed in [54] relies on tailored link models to better predict link
(juality and c:onmiunication range. However the approach and its related links
models are aimed at deploying WSN in underground tunnels.
The addition of relay nodes and the use of a multi-hop topology in general
influence the energy consumption within the network as data forwarding requires
extra energy consumption. The ai^proaches proposed in [45, 47, 51, 52, 55] look
at adding relay nodes in order to reduce t he energy exi)enditure of the network.
The objective of the approach proposed in [52] for adding relay nodes is to reduce
the glol)al energy ex])enditure of the network. The network is modelled as a graph
with the edge cost j)roi)ortional to the transmit j)ower which is itself })roportional
to the distance.

Transmission range is assumed to be circular and obstacles

are not (X)nsidered. This approach does not consider whether the relay nodes
have similar i)ower requirements levels. This drawback is addressed by the works
jjresented in [47, 51, 55, 45] which aim at adding relay nodes so that the data
forwarding workload is evenly distributed among the relay nodes.
In their work presented in [49, 50] the authors addressed the problem of con
strained relay nodes ])lacement where only a subset of positions are available for
the additional relay nodes in order to reflect the constraints that are associated
with realistic deployment environments. Their solution is geared towards pro
viding connectivity and survivability to the network by ensuring that a certain
degree of redundancy is met. The authors of the works presented in [56] and [57]
develo])ed strategies to optimise the placement of additional relay-nodes in order
to increase the reliability of WSN through the support of alternative routes. In
their earlier work [56], the authors addressed the fault-tolerance issue through
the use of a k-disjoint path constraint on the topology as a design objective and
developed an algorithm which maximises the number of alternative paths while
minimising the number of relay-nodes. In their later work [57] the authors niodihed their api)roach Ijy adjusting a node’s redundancy requirements according to
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its iiiiportaiice in the network toi)ology in terms of the amount of data it for
wards. The i)ro})osed a])proached has been validated through simulation where
it was comj^ared against coneurrent approaehes and similar robustness level were
found l)iit the pro])osed apj^roach required fewer additional relay nodes and had
a quicker run time.

2.5

Conclusion

Three different techniques are usually used when designing WSN. First an ad-hoc,
or ’’try and see” approach, can be used for scenarios using only a few nodes. For
more complicated scenarios a site survey can be used in order to capture radio
I)roi)agation characteristics of the target environment.

However a site-survey

based apj^roacT involves a lot of trial and error and can become immanageable for
larger WSN de])loynients. The literature juesented in this chaj^ter also contains
several i)lanning strategies to suj)port the design of WSN. The characteristics
of the reviewed planning strat('gies are summarised in Table 2.1. A number of
observations c-an be made regarding these planning strategies.
A common drawback of the majority of these WSN planning strategies is that
they use idealised circular communication ranges. This assuni])tion is unrealistic
for indoor environments where obstacles affect RF signal })ropagation charac
teristics throughout the environment. Therefore these apj^roaches that rely on
geometrical calculations generally will not provide an optimal WSN design for
indoor environments. Moreover existing approaches usually pursue a single opti
misation objective. In most scenarios, several aspects of WSN performance are
desirable and they should be considered during the design process through the
use of multiple objective optimisation algorithm. In addition these approaches
commonly address one of the three placement problems rather than combining
multiple elements in one design problem. It is proposed that simultaneously op
timising the placement of relay nodes and base-stations will provide an improved
mechanism to design low c‘ost, energy efficient and reliable WSN. Although many
WSN design related algorithm have been developed, there is a lack of software
tool ini])lenientation that would facilitate the WSN design process.
The objective of the research work presented in this thesis is to develop a
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Table 2.1: Siiniinary of existing apj^roaches
A])proach

Placement of
S RN BS

[15]
(16, 17, 18, 19]
[20]
[23]

/
/
/
/

[24]

/

[22]
[27, 28, 29]

/
/

[30]

/

[31]

/

[32]

/

[33]

/

[46, 48, 53[

/

[54]

/

[52]

/

[47, 51, 55, 45]

/

[49, 50]
[56, 57]

/
/

Proposed
A])i)roach

/

Objective
Full coverage
Some coverage
Full coverage
Full coverage
Information gain
and link quality
Full 3D coverage
Lifetime
Lifetime and
balance load
Lifetime
Lifetime or
ca])acity
Latency
Increase
connectivity
Increase
connectivity

Propagation
Model

SW
Tool

Line of sight
Multi-Wall model
Uses sami)le
deployment
Line of sight

/

Link models
for in-tunnel
communication

Lifetime
Lifetime and
balance load
Robustness
Robustness

/

Balance of
coverage, link
quality, lifetime
and cost
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Motif Model

/

\A'SN design a])proach which addresses the current drawl^acks of existing planning
strategies. In order to improve on the WSN design process, this approach will be
implemented as a software tool which allows a designer of any level of experience
to antomatically j)rodnce a design to meet their site specific requirements. The
implementation of the proposed design strategy as a software offers the advantage
to both accelerate the design i)rocess and facilitate WSN adoption from non
experienced users.
The requirements that are associated with the design of a WSN are driven by
its target application. In the context of this research work, building automation
is used as the main scenario for the use of indoor WSN. The following chapter de
scribes the typical aspects and requirements that are associated with WSN design
for building automation applications. These requirements can then be generalised
and ai)])lied to various aj^plications that require WSN in indoor environment.
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Chapter 3
WSN for Building Automation
3.1

Introduction

Ill March 2007, the Eiiroj^eaii Council endorsed an EU objective targeting a
30% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 when compared to 1990 [58].
One approach to support this EU objective is to efficiently manage the energy
consiimption within buildings. Buildings account for aiiproxiniately 40% of the
EU’s energy usage, contrilmting about 30% of all C02 emissions. In Ireland, the
government has committed to the refurbishment of more than 1,000 large-scale
public buildings to reduce energy consnmiition by up to one third, and all new
honsing is to be ’’carlion neutral” by 2020. In order to effectively manage the
energy consumption in buildings, the deployment or retrofitting of a Building
Management System (BMS) is typically carried out. Existing BMSs rely heavily
on wired sensors to sense the eiiviroiiment.
There can lie substantial costs associated with adapting an existing BMS
based on wired sensors, contributed to by labour, time and cabling costs. However
the proliferation of WSN technology offers a viable alternative for the underlying
sensing infrastructure of a BMS. Although a difficult task, the integration of a
WSN with an existing BMS has a number of advantages. Namely the installation
costs of M"SN are lower and the dej^loyinent is faster than existing wired systems.
The reduction in installation costs makes it possible to increase the granularity
of sensors and hence the spatial resolution. This in turn allows for more fine-
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grained iiieasureinents and control [59]. A further advantage of WSN for building
autoniation (BA) is the associated flexibility. A temporary infrastructure can be
de])loyed easily and quickly in a retrofit scenario to perforin measurements during
a limited time in order to monitor the energy usage, user comfort and improve
the global energy efficiency.
To maximise the benefits of wireless technology when applied to building au
tomation a formal WSN design jirocess is required. Figure 3.1 shows four distinct
l^hases of this process, requirements gathering, network design, deployment and
verihcation. The work presented in this thesis describes how this design pro
cess can be facilitated through the develojiment of a software based design tool.
The first two phases are the main focus of the research presented in this the
sis namely, requirements gathering and automatic design and oiitiniisation. The
ultimate goal of the WSN design tool is to support a design of the WSN prior
to de])loynient by automatically suggesting the iiumber and more importantly
the })Osition of wireless devices to support the monitoring applications. The de
sign tool can also be used to evaluate network expansion or the viability of new
wireless apiilications.
PHASE 2

y>

PHASE 3

PHASE*

&
R«qulr«m«ntt

Automatic Dacign

GantMring

& OptbuiMilMi

Daploymant

VarMcation

Figure 3.1: Wireless Sensor Network design process
Prior to jilanning a \\’^SN deployment it is essential to capture site-specific
api)lication requirements. Understanding these requirements is vital to encap
sulate application objectives and form the basis for defining the success of the
design output. Due to the often conflicting nature of these objectives, e.g. low
cost, long lived, low-dela}^, robustness, the design of the WSN needs to be tailored
in order to achieve site-sjiecific requirements. On top of capturing the applica
tion requirements a tool-based approach to automatic design and ojitimisation of
WSN requires a number of models to facilitate the design process. The following
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sections describe the key ap])licatioii requirements that are considered for the
design process and the various models that are used to support the automatic
design and optimisation of WSN.

3.2

Application Requirements

BA applications typically require s])ecific sensing and actnation points within the
environment therefore the designer is able to specify a finite number of wireless
devices that need to be deployed. It is the application requirements that essen
tially drive the design of the network and the satisfaction of these requirements
can be used as a benchmark for the design output. Therefore the following have
been defined to captnn' the constraints for the wireless infrastrnctnre;

3.2.1

Node demand zones

Each wireless node has placement constraints that need to be fulfilled to either
achieve a high quality sensed data or to ])rodnce an ai)proi)riate actnation res])onse. These constraints are determined according to site-specific application
rcxinirements for example, in a teni})eratiire monitoring ap])lication, these position
constraints may either be identified using energy simulation models or by relying
on the exi^ertise of the building service engineer. These placement constraints are
captured as the node’s demand zone. A demand zone is representative of an area
or a })oint within a specific floor plan schematic of a building which is deemed the
most suitable to maximize the sensing or actuating capabilities of the device. For
exam])le it is not snital)le to ])lace a room temperature sensor directly over a ra
diator or in direct sunlight. If the WSN is to be integrated with an existing BMS,
the location of a base-station may be restricted to support inter-coinmnnication
(or ])ower constraints) with an existing energy control and management system.
With the demand zones defined device specific requirements need to be captured.

3.2.2

Device classification

A device can either be a node, a relay-node or a base-station. A node is either a
sensor or an actuator which can commimicate with a base-station. A base-station
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links the WSN to the energy nianageinent api)hcation. A sensor node captures
environmental data and sends it to the base-station which in turn can send actua
tion commands to the appropriate actuator which performs the requested action.
The relay-nodes are devices which do not have sensing or actuation capabilities,
they simply relay the data l)etween nodes and base-stations. Analysis of the
sensing data and generation of actuation commands can be carried out at the
base-station level or by the energy management application. This device classifi
cation is used by the design algorithm to identify a potential topology and ensure
there is a reliable communication network supporting the data exchange process
between sensor/actiiator devices and l)ase-stations.

3.2.3

Power source

The ])ower source information is an ini])ortant factor to consider during the design
l)hase. If the device neexis to be liiu^ powered then it may need to be ])laced in
close i)roximity to a ])ower source (socket). If it is battery powered then the life
time of the node needs to be considered when optimising its jiosition witlhn the
network toj)ology.

3.2.4

Sensing interval

The sensing interval defines the time between two sensor readings, governed by the
monitoring application. The sensing period defined by the monitoring application
j)rovides a bounded constraint for evaluating the QoS provided by the network.

3.3
3.3.1

Models to Support Automatic Design
Introduction

The proposed approach to WSN design relies on various models in order to tackle
different aspects of the design process. System engineers typically use models to
get a better understanding of ])roblenis, develop candidate solutions and validate
their design decisions [60]. To support the design of wireless infrastructures for
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building a])i)licatioiis it is i)roposed to develoj) a design framework which is underihnned l:)y the use of various model categories typically used by system engineers
including, requirements model, environment model, propagation models, physical
models and network models.
The advantages of a model driven approach for building applications include
having a better alignment with application requirements, abstraction from the
complexity of design and implementation of sensor applications, a shorter de
sign time through model reuse, improved adaptability to requirements changes
and overall a higher quality system design through the use of formal design apj)roaches. In addition, it adds flexibility to the design framework as a model can
be interchanged without coni})romising the underlying design objectives. The re(luirements model encai)sulates the comjjonents described in the previous section,
the following j)rovides details on the reniaining models that are used to su])port
automatic design and o])timisation process.

3.3.2

Environment Model

The environment model defines indoor layout witli the basic geometric features
of a building, such as walls, doors and windows. Every element of the environ
ment model is associated with a material ty]>e that can influence RF propagation
characteristics within the environment. It is possible to define the eiiviromnent
model by utilising software tools with drawing capabilities. As drawing the envi
ronment can be very time consuming, import tools have been developed to speed
uj) the process and automatically populate the environment model from existing
rej^ositories. It is envisaged that the capability of quickly importing existing envi
ronment description will facilitate and speed up the overall design j^rocess, leading
to greater adoption of the pro})osed design methodology. To be in line with con
struction industry tools, a floor plan described in AutoCAD format or Building
Information Models (BIM) can automatically be imported to the environment
model. A BIM provides a standardised way to share and exchange information
about building data. BIM technology is used in the building construction and
management sectors and is expected to gain widespread acceptance in the next
few years [61]. The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) is an open specification
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of a BIM and is used to share and exchange BIMs in a neutral format among
various software applications. The availability of the IFC data model makes it
an ideal method to extract the environment data for the WSN design tool for
building energy management.

3.3.3

Propagation Model

After analysing the effect of multiple building material types in buildings, re
searchers in [12] found that materials that are used in traditional office buildings
strongly influence RF conimimication characteristics and that the extent of the
impact varies from one material to the other. They concluded that these various
infhienc'es on wireless signal ])ro])agation mnst be considered in order to attain
a viable WSN deidoyment. However a major drawback that has 1)een identihed as a result of the literature review in Section 2, is that the communication
range is often idealised due to the coni])lexity associated with RF i)ropagation in
buildings. This issue can be addressed through RF j^ropagation modelling. The
choice of pro])agation model is inii)ortant as it is a fundaniental part of dei)loynient j)lanning. Pro])agation models used include simple i)ath loss models which
will greatly reduce the ciuality of a solution i)articularly in a complex indoor
environment. For most indoor scenarios empirical models such as the Empirical
Motley-Keenan Model [62] are typically chosen as they are easy to implement and
can be evaluated quickly. To ini})rove the quality of the prediction more complex
ray tracing models can be nsed, however the higher accuracy of ray tracing mod
els comes at a price; the complexity of the problem is increased and computation
time can become unacceptable. Propagation models that have been used to supjjort automatic design and optimisation include the One Slope Model, Multi-wall
Model [63] and a Ray launching approach known as the Motif Model [64]. The
Motif model has been proven to be the most accurate of the three models while
remaining computationally acceptable for large scenarios [65].

3.3.4

Candidate Position Grid

To evaluate the behaviour and j^erforniance of a node at every position within
a large environment is infeasible. The number of possible candidate positions
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is reduced through the generation of a candidate position grid. This candidate
I^osition grid contains a finite nuniber of candidate positions, which reduces the
optimisation search space and speeds up the design process. The goal of the
optimisation is to find a subset of these candidate positions that can be used
to host additional devices in order to sup]:)ort the required applications from a
sensing, actuation and a communication perspective. Each candidate device will
also have associated attributes which characterise predicted radio signal coverage
throughout the environment, as shown in Figure 3.2. This prediction is done
using a propagation model described in Section 3.3.3. These attributes include
device’s j:)osition, a coverage map, a list of neighbours, and a list of received signal
levels from other candidate positions and sensors that are within the environment.
These attributes allow' the optimisation to evaluate connectivity among various
devices and to su])port the construction of the netw^ork toi)ology.
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Figure 3.2: Candidate Position attributes
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3.3.5

Topology Model

Multi-hop WSN topologies provide several possibilities which im})act network
l)erforiiiaiice in terms of link quality, power consumption and communication de
lays. In order to analyse long term large scale network performance, computer
simulation is typically used. However, using a simulation tool for ])lacenient op
timisation is imi)ractical as it requires long processing time, is implementation
s})ecific leased on network and MAC layer protocols and requires expert knowl
edge of the wireless networking domain and simulation tool itself. Instead, it
is proposed to model the network tojrology that supports greater route stability
during network operation.
Before introducing the topology model, some assuni})tions and constraints
about the WSN need to l)e clarified. The WSN will be composed of homoge
neous devices, meaning that sensors, relay-nodes and base-stations have similar
])rocessing and coimmmication ca])abilities. Base^-stations are line powered, sen
sors are battery ])owered and relay-nodes may either be line or battery j^owered.
The topology model defines suitable routes to be used by the WSN during network
o])eration. Although sensor nodes can be configured with i)re-defined routes, the
common scenario is to let the WSN use a routing ])rotocol to dynamically per
form this oj^eration. Similarly, the wireless devices are expected to communicate
using their maximum transmission power. Depending on whether a power man
agement scheme in implemented on the WSN, nodes could dynamically reduce
their transmit power according to the measured link (juality. However the trans
mission power parameter is not considered when evaluating the network topology
or performing automatic design.
In building environments, sensors typically report their readings to a cen
tralised controller which is accessible tlirough one or many base-stations. In such
a one-to-many communication paradigm each sensor has several alternative paths
that can be used to reach a base-station. A significant amount of research has
been done on routing protocols to identify the optimum paths (governed by var
ious metrics) within the network. When dynamic routes are used by the WSN,
these routes are defined during network operation and may change over time. As
route management mechanisms require additional communication, which in turn
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impacts both energy consumption and commimication delays, an objective of the
WSN design is to reduce commimication overhead which is associated with route
management. This can l)e achieved by improving route stability. There have
been a miinber of research works related to routing protocols to improve routing
efficiency within a WSN. However, there is a limit on how much a routing pro
tocol can improve route stability and coinmunication performance. If a network
consists mainly of poor-quality links, even a WSN utilising the best routing pro
tocols will suffer from frequent route changes and packet loss. The objective of
the design process is not to replace a routing algorithm but instead to ensure that
the to])ology is built in such a way that many strong links will be available to the
routing algorithm within the network. Although route changes may occur during
network oiieration, the establisliment of stalile topologies is encouraged through
the availability of strong coiimiimication links and the topology model reflects
the most likely routing structure adojited by the WSN during typical operation.
In order to provide suc'li a foundation for a stable network topology, the topology
model is constructed acc-ording to the following objectives;
• Link quality: a high (juality link between devices is assumed when the
received signal strength is above a particular threshold. The value of the
threshold can be changed by the user. Experimental results suggest that
-85dBni should i)rovide acceptable link quality, with a packet reception rate
greater than 95% [66]. Link quality is an important factor as a faulty or
unreliable link can cause ])acket retransmissions which affect both lifetime
and communication delays within the network and can also lead to route
instability.
• Power consumption: in mnlti-hop networks, reducing the transmission
power and therefore using more hops to reach a destination reduces the
individual ])ower consumption of the sensor nodes. However it increases the
global energy expenditure of the network due to the increased requirement
for forwarding sensor data [67]. In order to account for this and reduce the
global energy expenditure of the network, the proposed approach builds
the topology such that any sensor is connected with the ininimum number
of hops to a base station, while satisfying the requirement for reliable link
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(jiiality.
• Data forwarding traffic: a major contributing factor of energy consump
tion in wireless nodes is related to the radio activity [68]. Therefore a share
of a node’s energy usage depends on the traffic a node is forwarding toward
the base station. As a node failure due to battery constraints can result in
a potential bottleneck within the network the topology building algorithm
aims to harmonise data forwarding load among the different sensors of the
WSN.
Following these principles when l)uilding the topology model yields to a bal
anced network toi)ology. The j)ro])osed to])ology model is intended to sujrport the
building of balanced network to])ology to be used for typictal one-to-many com
munication paradigm often use in buildings. However the ])roi)osed WSN design
methodology can be extended through the develoj)ment of an alternative to])ology model, if required for scenarios with significant (‘liaiige in communication
paradigm, without infiuencing the underlying design methodology.
The to])ology building algorithm is used to evaluate the (nirrent toi)ology state
based on the ])osition of selected wireless devices (subset of candidate grid) and
the building layout. The algorithm which is used to build the to})ology model
is described in Algorithm 3.1. The topology l)uilding algorithm starts from the
l)ase-station(s) and builds uj) a network to])ology progressively, adding devices
one hoj) at a time, until every sensor within reach is connected. By taking this
ap])roach, it allows each cluster to grow at a similar j)ace while ensuring that a
balanced network topology is attained. In order to support the topology building
process, the algorithm uses three linked-lists to store wireless devices. These
lists keep track of j^arents nodes {Parents-list), children nodes {Children-list)
and the unconnected nodes {Unconnected-list). When nodes are added to the
topology, they are moved from one list to another, the ultimate goal being to
have every node contained within the ])arents list and the two other lists empty.
The Unconnected-list includes devices that are not yet connected the network
toi)ology. The ParentsJist includes devices that are part of the network to])ology.
Finally the ChildrenJist includes devices that are not connected to the current
topology but which can communicate with at least one device which already exists
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ill the toiiology (in Pm'entsJist). Therefore ChildreiiJist contains devices that
will be added to the topology next.
At the start of the algoritlnn, Parents Jist contains base-stations {BS) which
will act as cluster head and every other device is in UnconnectedJist {S denotes
the set of sensor nodes and RN the set of relay nodes). The Children Jist is
ein])ty.

Every device from Unconnected Jist which is able to connect to any

of the parents is added to the to})ology and then moved to Parents Jist. The
miinber of hops which is currently ini])lemented in the topology model is stored in
NHops and the nmnber of changes made in the current iteration of the algorithm
is stored in NChanges. Further iterations are required until the topology model
is completed. The to])ology building algorithm terminates either when all sensors
are connected [UnconnectedJist = {}), the nmnber of liojis in the to])ology have
reached a limit [NHops > MaxHo])s) or the last iteration did not increase the
size of the tojiology [NChanges = 0). This last case is possible when there are
some isolated sensors which cannot comimmicate with any other devices that is
part of the tojiology.
All the nodes from Unconnected Jist that are able to connect to at least
one j)arent node are moved to Children Jist. The objective then is to build the
topology so that the data forwarding load is evenly balanced among nodes. To do
so the strategy is to sort child nodes by increasing miinber of options available.
This allows to first connecting nodes that have a limited choice of parent to
connect with, and then, the remaining nodes with several candidate parents can
assess the selection of a parent node with a smaller cost.
The c:ost which is associated with a parent node is calculated according to
two metrics. First, the main cost component is the busyness of a parent node.
A j)arent’s busyness is measured by the number of child nodes a parent must
forward data for. Then, the second cost component, which is used to differentiate
l)arents with similar level of busyness, is a normalised value representing predicted
link quality between a node and its candidate parent. This approach leads to a
inechanism that evenly distributes data forwarding load within the network. At
the end of each iteration, when all child nodes have been connected to parents,
nodes from Children Jist are added to the topology and moved to Parents Jist
in order to be used as parent nodes for the following iteration.
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Algorithm 3.1 Topology building algorithm
function Build_Topolocy(BS, S, RN)
Parents Jist 'f- BS

Children Jist
UneonnectedJist ^ S' U RN
NHops
0
NChanges ^ 1
while Unconneetedlist 7^ {} and NChanges > 0 anl NHops <
Max Hops do
NChanges ^ 0
NHops <— NHops + 1
for all node G ParentsJist do
devices e- GetDevicesInReachO f {node) fl UnconnecedJist
for all d G devices do
Un conn eeted Jist ■(— Unconnected Jist \ {d}
ChildrenJist -f- Children list {(/}
NChanges -f- NChanges + 1
end for
end for
for all 71 ode G ChildrenJist do

UpdateCan didateParents (n ode)
end for
Sort ChildrenJist l)y increasing number of candidate i)arnts
for all node G ChildrenJist do
Calculate Cost of candidate })arents of node
Connect node to its candidate jrarent with the lowest ost

ChildrenJist
ChildrenJist \ {node]
ParentsJist ^ ParentsJist U [node]
NChanges ^ NChanges + 1
end for
end while
end function
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3,3.6

Battery Model

During typical WSN operation, sensor nodes alternate between active states when
they perforin their sensing and coniinnnication tasks and deep sl'ep periods in
order to save energy (Figure 3.3). A sensor’s duty cycle is based on ts ap])lication
requirements and the amount of traffic coming from other sensors that needs to
be forwarded to the liase-station. In order to predict energy cnisumption, a
minimalist battery model has been developed. The battery model (ombines duty
cycle parameters with the hardware jiower consumption characteris ics to provide
an estimation of node lifetime. While only jiroviding a coarse estiiuition of a node
lifetime, the developed battery model is useful indicator when corqiaring energy
ex])enditure between nodes.
IDeq} sleep mode
Active mode
Active time

Sensmv Interval

Figure 3.3: Sample duty-cycle of a sensor node
The estimated average current draw of a sensor node CD, expessed in in A,
is calculated according to (3.1). Then the expected lifetime of the vireless device
is calculated using (3.2).
CDta

T CC
+ ts

Node Lifetime —

CC

(3.1)
(3.2)

The active and deejj sleep duration of one duty cycle are reiipsented by C
and ts and are expressed in seconds. C and C represent the ciirreit draw which
is required hy the wireless device in active and deej) sleeji modes anl is expressed
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ill inA. In active inode the radio chip is turned on and la is an average of the
C'urrent required to transmit and to receive. It is assumed that when a node
is active equal time is spent on transmitting and receiving data. The current
capacity of the battery

is expressed in mAh. NodeLif etime is expressed in

hours.

3.4

Conclusion

This chapter introduced the concept of applying WSN for building automation
and began by outlining the i^rocess required when undertaking a design. It is
envisaged that the development of a software tool that encapsulates each step
of the design process can improve the efficiency of the design and reliability of
the wireless infrastructure used for building automation. This chapter focused on
conii)leting conij^rehensive requirements analysis of apiilication sjiecific criteria.
The recjuirenients and ai)phcation metrics that have been defined will drive the
develoiiment of an automated design algorithm and can be used as a baseline
when evaluating the design output. A number of models have been identified
to siqijiort this ])rocess and are described above.

The following chapter will

show how, using the various models presented in this section, an agent-based
o])tiniisation algorithm has been develojied to perform automatic optimisation of
the WSN design to ensure application-s])ecific requirements are met.
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Chapter 4
Automatic Design &:
Optimisation
4.1

Introduction

As seen in the ])revioiis cliai)ter, the design of WSN follows several objectives.
This coin])lexity iniist be considered by the optimisation ap})roach enii)loyed. Re
search into the nse of Evolution Strategies in the context of IEEE802.il based
wireless network i)lanning [69] found that taking a global view of the optimi
sation problem produces poor designs when apj^lied to large design scenarios.
Evolutionary algorithms represent the optimisation objective globally as a single
l^robleni, when there are many often conflicting metrics the convergence becomes
im])redictable and the quality of the solution deteriorates [69].
To avoid this issue the automatic design approach presented in this thesis ex
tends a distributed agent based optimisation algorithm, originally developed for
wireless local area network (WiFi) o])timisation [69]. The algorithm was devel
oped to automatically suggest the number and position of access points to meet
user demands. By developing a competitive game environment where rational
agents compete to maximise their own utility an optimal solution emerges. It
was found that this distributed ap})roach significantly outperforms a centralised
optimisation strategy when ap])hed to WiFi network design. The distributed
optimisation algorithm not only provides fast execution time, but more imj)or-
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tantly ensures that the quality of the solution will not be affected by the scale
of the deployiueiit. The adaptation of this algorithm to WSN optimisation is
a non-trivial task and requires an enhancement to consider the additional con
straints introduced by the nature of WSN deployments e.g. resource constrained
devices and multi-hop networking topologies. Another advantage of the agentbased approach is that for WSN design, the search space can contain multiple
heterogeneous devices (sensor nodes, relay-nodes and base-stations) with differ
ent functions in contrast to a single device-type (e.g.

access ])oint) for WiFi

l)lanning. The application of an agent-based optimisation algorithm and the develo]:)nient and its associated utility function is an important ])art of the work
l)resented here as it supports the automatic WSN design process. The following
sections describe the various elements that are ])art of the optimisation algorithm
develoi)nient. First the optimisation environment that provides a basis for the
automatic design is described. Then the different actions that can be taken by
the agents are described. Finally the utility function which is used by agent to
assess whether an action should be taken is i)resented.

4.2
4.2.1

Optimisation Environment
Introduction

For the agent based approach, the optimisation environment in which agents
l^ursuing their own rational strategies operate must be defined. The design of
this environment must consider the global objective and constraints governed by
the WSN design problem. The first step is the definition of the agent structure,
this includes agent percepts and its internal ineclianism dictating which actions
should be taken. This section describes the various elements and mechanisms
that encapsulate the optimisation environment supporting the Automatic Design
^ 0})timisation approach.
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4.2.2

Agent Structure

Ill our wireless infrastructure design aiiproach an agent is representative of a wire
less device trying to find its best position within the optimisation environment by
inaximising its personal utility. An agent has the ability to })erceive its environ
ment, persist for a long period of time, adapt to change and is capable of taking
on the goals of other agents [70]. We consider a simple reflex, utility-based agent
(Figure 4.1). The main components of this agent tyjie are environment percept,
condition-action rules and a utilitv function.

Figure 4.1: Agent design for WSN design
Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of an agent. The environment that the agent
operates in is fully observable, meaning the agent can, at any point in time, detect
all aspects that are relevant to its choice of action or performance measure. The
static components of the agent include the constraints that have been defined
during the requirements definition phase including candidate node positions, tar
get zones, sensor positions and connectivity requirements. As all this information
is pre-i)rocessed and availalile to the agent it accelerates the optimisation pro-
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cess. There is also a dynamic element to the optimisation environment, namely
the ex])ected network toi)ology. This topology evolves based on actions taken by
agents within the optimisation environment and is evaluated using the topology
building algorithm previously described in Algorithm 3.1. The optimisation is
modelled as an iterative process where agents interact in order to maximise their
utility.
In this o])timisation an agent represents a base-station. Although relay nodes
can be added to the environment, they are not considered as rational agents
as they do not have a utility. The im])act of adding or moving a relay-node is
inherently considered by the utility of its corresponding base-station. An agent
is associated with a network cluster. A cluster is a logical entity which regroups
the devices (sensors and relay nodes) that are connected (directly or not) to the
same base-station.

The size and organisation of network clusters can change

during the o])tiniisation ac'cording to changes in the network topology which is
c'ontinuously updated using the Topology Model to reflect the im})act of actions
taken by the agents. Due to the dynamic nature of the network toi)ology during
the o})timisation j)rocess, sensor nodes an' not bound to any ])re-define cluster
but can instead fall under the resi)onsibihty of different agents throughout the
o])tiniisation.

4.2.3

Agent’s Percepts

Agent’s i)ercepts rei)resent the information which is available to the agent to es
timate the state of the optimisation environment. It includes a set of sensors,
relay-nodes and Candidate Positions (CP) that an agent can communicate with.
A CP is a position where base stations and relay nodes can be placed. Each CP
defines a set of other CP and sensors positions that are associated with estimated
received signal strength, which allows the algorithm to estimate connectivity lev
els within the environment. More details on CP are given in Section 3.3.4. The
optimisation keeps track of the CP that have been previously visited by both
base-station agents and rela^^-nodes. This prevents agents to estimate twice the
same action. When the state of the environment changes, i.e. after an action has
been taken by an agent, the list of visited CP is cleared to allow agents to adapt
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to the changes within the environinent.
Every time that an action is taken or evaluated, the jDercept of the agents
need to be updated to evaluate the new state of the environment. This state
is mainly defined l)y the network topology wliich is adopted according to the
current devices layout. The u])date of the network to])ology may modify the
cluster structure within the network. This means that some sensors or relaynodes may change cluster and become the responsibility of another agent which
will act as their cluster head. This change in network to])ology and its resulting
cluster organisation directly impacts the utility of agents within the environment.
Another aspect of the agent’s percept is the power consumj^tion of the devices
that are within the same cluster. This metric is calculated based on the battery
model described in Section 3.3.6.
Another j^ercejjt of an agent is the inaximum number of hops it can use to
c:onimunicate with any sensor within its cluster. This variable allows the designer
to limit the number of hops within the WSN to meet QoS requirements or to
reflect si)e(*ihc routing algorithm reciuirements. By using a value of 1, the oi)tiniisation algorithm will design a WSN which only uses single-hoj:) communication.

4.2.4

Optimisation Variables

Even though the o])timisatiou environment is fully observable agents are unable
to predict the impact that their action has on the rest of the agents in future
iterations. Therefore the timing of actions taken becomes an important aspect
that needs to be considered. The two actions that can have a knock on effect are
the addition of a relay node and the si)lit, i.e. those actions in which new devices
are introduced to the optimisation.
In order to prevent undesirable effects resulting from taking these actions too
early during the optimisation process, agents have built-in mechanism to prevent
these actions being taken until a steady-state is reached, i.e. were an agent can
no longer improve its own utility using the Move action alone. Agents measure
the number of rounds where no actions have been taken using the variable NA.
When an action is taken, the value of NA is set to 0. Agents use NA to evaluate
the current state of the optimisation which governs the actions they are allowed to
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consider during the optimisation iteration. The value of NA is compared against
a Period of Evaluation PE. The optimisation variable PE defines the number of
rounds where no agent has taken any action which identifies that the optimisation
has converged to Pareto optimal state which is defined as a state where agents
that can no longer imi)rove their own utility without negatively im])acting other
agents.
To further explain the motivation behind this approach the following example
is presented. In Figure 4.2, a scenario is jrresented where an agent (representing
a base-station) is far away from a group of sensors which are out of its commnnication range. When the agent tries to move, it cannot improve its utility as
neighbour positions are also out of range of the sensors (Figure 4.3a). Provided
enough time, which is measured in optimisation rounds, the agent will find a suit
able j3osition to move to and connect to the sensors, which in turn will im})rove
its utility (Figure 4.3b).
The outcome of the scenario jnesented in Figure 4.2 can be different if some
actions are allowed to b(' taken too ('arly during the optimisation i)rocess. For
example Figure 4.4a shows a i)ossible outcome resulting from the addition of a
relay-node. Because the agent (X)nld not inii)rove its utility after a few attemj^ts to
move, it decided to add a relay node to connect to the sensors that are out of reach.
Although this action improved the agent’s utility, it yields snb-oi)timal results as
the utility of the agent is lower than in the scenario presented in Figure 4.3b due
to the additional cost of adding a relay-node.

Figure 4.2: Sample scenario - Agent cannot connect with sensors
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0 Sensor Node
A Base Station
□ ReityNode

(a) Agent attempts to move...

(b) Agent moves to a better position

Figure 4.3: Sample scenario - Move (optimal solution)

Figure 4.4: Samj^le scenario - Snb-optimiim actions
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Another possible alternative scenario, when available ctie not restricted
according to the current state of the optimisation, is pesan Figure 4.4b.
In this scenario, the initial situation presented in Figiir 4.ilted in a Split
action being taken by the agent. Since it conld not iniprov itLy by moving to
neighbouring positions (Figure 4.3a), the Si)ht action resilten improvement
in the optimisation state. However this scenario also yild»ptinial results
due to the nnnecessary cost associated with the additioiil bation.
The two scenarios ])resented in Figure 4.4 can be prevuteingh the use of
the optimisation variables NA and PE. Using these varinlents can restrict
the set of actions that are available to them according tcthmisation state.
The addition of a relay-node is only allowed when

>

The Split is

only allowed when NA > 2PE. The value of PE and he ing timing for
allowing the addition of relay nodes and base stations ia\n defined in a
heuristic manner, throngh experience gained during the)pltion algorithm
development. The rationale l)ehind this is that the cost c aca relay node is
smaller than the cost of adding a base-station, thereforepriis given to the
addition of a relay-node over a base-station. It should be otit although the
agent can now evaluate the s})lit and add relay node actias only take this
action if it inii)roves its utility value due to the propertie olional agent.

4.2.5

Optimisation Iteration

An optimisation iteration consists of an agent perceiving he it environment
state, evaluate the potential rewards of taking certain acior. the making a
decision on which, if any action will be taken. The seqneice ich actions are
evaluated are defined according to agent’s objective priony;:ample if I can
move to a new position then there is no need to evaluate a plim as tlie agent
does not want to add more devices. If an action is foundto )ve the agent’s
utility, then that action is taken and actions that reniai 1 evaluated will
be ignored for the current iteration. The hierarchy of tlnagactions defines
the order in which actions are evaluated. Figure 4.5 sho-^s tents logic flow
where this high-level hierarchy is then combined with soin eiment variables
to define agent’s internal process.
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Algorithm 4.1 Optiiiiisatioii iteration
function Optimisation_iteration(7?)

NA ^ NA+\
Evaluate Percej^t for Agent 7?
movesuccess e- Move{n)
if not move^success then
if NA = PE/10 then
swap ^success ■<— SwapjwithjrelayjJodes{n)
end if
if not sivap-success then
for all 7' G P do
if r G Cluster{n) then
if not move-velay^iode^success then
moveji'elayjaode.success <r- Movewelay^{7i, i')
end if
end if
end for
if not jnove-relayji'iodesuccess then

addwelayJiiode^success Add.router'(n)
if not add.relay.node.success then
split.success ^ Split{n)
end if
end if
end if
end if
if {movesuccess or swap.success or move.relay.ncuccess or
add.relay.node.success or split.success) then
NA ^ 0

ResetV isitedC P{)
end if
end function
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Figure 4.5: 0])tiiiiisation iteration
Tlie optimisation iteration algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4.1. An o])tiniisation iteration only deals with one agent at a time, denoted ])y n. The game
iteration begins by incrementing the number of rounds with no actions NA. Then
the agent secpientially tries to take some actions. If any of the actions is successful
(i.e. the agent utility has improved), no further actions will be evaluated. Other
wise remaining actions are evaluated. An agent will try to swap its position with
relay nodes, move or add relay nodes. If none of these actions imi)rove its utility,
the agent will ultimately try to split, resulting, if successful, in a new agent being
added to the optimisation. The sequence in which actions are evaluated is clearly
visible in Figure 4.5. If any of these actions is successful the agent performs it,
which impacts the game environment for other agents, NA is set to zero and
visited CP are cleared.

4.3

Agent’s Actions

The actions that an agent can take include Move, Split, Add a relay-node. Move a
relay-node and Swap with relay-nodes. The actions are also governed by general
game rules such as move has a higher priority than a split action. The hierarchy
between actions is shown in Figure 4.5. Also, the environment variables NA and
PE are used to ensure correct flow of the o})timisation process, as described in
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Section 4.2.4. This section describes liow each action is implemented.

4.3.1

Move

Algorithm 4.2 Move
function Move(77)
success 4— false
BU
bcp i-----1
neighbour sC P ^ Get Neighbour sOf{n)
for all cp G neighboursCP do
MoveAgentToCP[n^ cp)
Ui)date Perce])t For Agent n
if NU > CU and NANU > CANU then
DU ^ NU
bcp •(— cp
end if
Cancel the move
end for
if bcp ^ —1 then
Validate the move
ReseiVisitedC P{)
success e- true
end if
return suceess
end function
When evaluating a move action, an agent will visit its immediate nnvisited
neighbour CP and rank them based on the utility improvement resulting from a
move to that ])osition. Details of the move procedure are given in Algorithm 4.2.
The current agent n will estimate the impact of a move to its neighbours CP,
which are stored in the set neighboursCP. The set of CP neighboursCP is filled
using the function GetNeighboursOf {n) which lists unvisited CP that are imme
diate neighbours of the current agent’s i)osition. If none of them are available, i.e.
all immediate neighbours have been previously visited, CP from the next level
of unvisited neighbours is retrieved from the CP grid. If all neighbours of the
second level have already been visited, CP from the next level are retrieved, and
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Figure 4.6: Levels of candidate position neighbours

so on until all CP have been visited. Figure 4.6 illustrates the concept of level of
neighbours. As can be seen in Figure 4.6a Candidate Positions are linked to each
other through neighbour relationship. Neighbours of a Candidate Position can
be organised in different levels, according to the number of intermediate stej)s a
Candidate Position has to take in order to reach a neighbour. This concept is
illustrated in Figure 4.6b.
By only visiting their closest neighbours during an optimisation round, agents
avoid the need of performing exhaustive search throughout the environment,
which can slow down the optimisation process for large environment.

By do

ing so, this approach allows for multii)le agents to simultaneously and gradually
explore their surroundings, resulting in a desirable CP to be reached first by its
most local agent.
Once the set of CP to visit is defined, the agent will estimate the impact of the
move for all of them and will select the move that provides the best utility increase.
Before invoking the move action, a two phase conditional test is undertaken, firstly
it is necessary to validate that the new agent utility {NU)^ if the move is taken,
is greater than the current utility (CU). Secondly it is necessary to validate the
action does not decrease the utility of neighbouring agents. Neighbour agents are
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agents that are part of clusters that are adjacent to the current agent’s cluster.
This is checked by c^alcnlating the average utility of neighbouring agents. The
Move is deemed valid when both conditions are met. This second aspect that
is required to validate the move has been enforced to prevent situations where
agents would take action that, while improving their own utility, would do so
detrimentally to other agents’ utility. Such situations can lead to scenarios where
some agents would continuously take the same sequence of actions that keep
them moving back and forth to j^ositions where the utility gain of an action of
one agent is immediately cancelled by another agent’s action. Since the list of
visited candidate ])ositions is cleared after every action, this can potentially lead
to cases where some agents are stuck in the same sequence of actions. In addition,
even if it does not result in some agents being stuck in an endless sequence of
similar actions, such actions do not benefit the progression of the optimisation
toward a Pareto o])tinial solution. The agent kee])S track of the position hep which
j)rovides the best utility DU. If the move is successful, the agent moves to the
best ])osition bcp.

4.3.2

Add a relay-node

The addition of a relay node serves two purj)oses: it may lielj) a base-station to
reach sensor nodes that are yet to be connected or it supports the balancing of the
data forwarding load more evenly among devices within the cluster. Whether the
addition of a relay node benefits the network is gauged by the base station agent’s
utility function. The addition of a relay node is described in Algorithm 4.3. The
addition of a relay-node can only occur when tlie number of rounds with no actions
NA is greater than the period of evaluation PE. To assess the best position
for the relay node the function Get Best Relay N odeC Pin{n) is used.

This is

determined by checking every Candidate Position and calculating a weight which
is then used to rank CP according to their suitability to host the new Relay-node.
The higher the weight the more suitable it is to position a new relay-node. The
weight for each CP is calculated according to Equation 4.1.
CP-.weight =

TrisNus -h Ncs
Tns‘^
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(4.1)

Algorithm 4.3 Add a relay node
function Al)D_RELAY_NODE(r?)
success •(— false
if NA > PE then
cp ■<— GetDestBelayNodeCPin{T))
nr ■<— AddP.elayNodeToCP{cp)
Update Perce]:)t for Agent 7)
if 7}r E Cl7ister{7i) then
if NNUS < ONUS and NU > CU then
success e- true
Validate the add .relay mode
BeseiVisiiedC P{)
else
Cancel the add_relay_node
end if
else
Cancel the add_relaymode
end if
end if
return success
end function
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The most influential factor of calculating the weigh

-weight is the number

of unconnected sensors the CP can connect to {Niis). If his number is equal for
some CP, their weight is then determined according to tc number of connected
sensors the CP can connect to {Ncs). When looking fr a new CP to add a
relay-node both the number of unconnected and conneccd sensors in range are
maximised but the number of unconnected sensors is the tetermining factor. The
rationale behind this is that the primary goal of adding arelay-node is to extend
the network cluster to unconnected sensors (Nus). Then fr similar values of Nus
the secondary objective is to maximise the number of conncted sensors Ncs it can
connect to in order to provide alternative routes to suppct load balancing when
building the network to})ology. The variable Tiis represents the total number of
sensors in the environment and is used to attain a value :)r CP-weight which is
normalised between 0 and 1.
Oiicne a relay node is addt'd, the ])erce})t for agent , needs to be updated
in order to evaluate the impact of the new relay node, liese ste])s update the
network toj)ology and calculate the agent’s utility. In soae cases, the new relay
node is ])art of another base-station’s cluster. Although is addition may impact
the current agent’s utility, it also directly impacts anotheiagent. For this reason,
only additions of relay-nodes within the current agent’s duster are considered.
Whether the new router is in the agent’s cluster is checkd with the Cluster(n)
function which returns the list of devices that are withi the agent n cluster.
If the new utility NU is greater than the current utilit Cf/, and if the new
relay-node does not result in an increase in the number *f unconnected sensors
{NNUS < CNUS), the addition of the relay node is vaidated. Otherwise the
a(!tion is cancelled.

4.3.3

Split

The Split mechanism is described in Algorithm 4.4. ASplit implies that the
current agent adds another agent at another location wthin the environment.
This action can only occur when the number of rounds with no action NiA is
greater than twice the period of evaluation PE. The positDii for the new agent is
found using the Get Best N ewBaseStatiouC P{) function.This function looks at
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Algorithm 4.4 Split
function SPLiT(7?)
success
false
if NA > 2PE then

cj) -f- GeiBestNewDaseStationCP{)
s <r- AddDaseStationToCP[cp)
Ui)(late Percept for Agents spn
up <r- Uiiliiy{n)
us e- Utilify{s)
NU •<— iniu{up^ as)
if NNUS < GNUS or {NNUS < GNUS and NU > GU and
NANU < CANU) then
success ■(— true
Validate the split
ResetV isitedC P{)
else

Cancel the sj^lit
end if
end if
return success
end function
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the CP within the environineiit and returns the CP that inaxiinises the connection
of those sensor nodes yet to be associated with a cluster. Similarly to the addition
of relay-nodes, CP are evaluated for their suitability to host a new base-station
resulting from the Si)lit. To do so every CP is assigned a weight which is calculated
using Equation 4.2.
The objective when adding a base-station is to maximise the number of un
connected sensors the CP can connect to {Nus). However the key difference is
that when adding a base-station, the number of connected sensors that the CP
can connect to {Ncs) must be minimised in order to })revent the adflition of a
new base-station that may reduce the size of existing network clusters. The equa
tion is built so that the number of unconnected sensors Nus has a determining
impact on the weight value. Therefore the number of connected sensors Ncs
is only used to differentiate two CP with similar values for Nus. This ensures
t hat a new basc'-station agent is added at j)ositions which maximise their imj)act
with resi)e(‘t to connecting yet unconnecded sensors. The variable Tns represents
the total number of sensors in the environment and is used to attain a value for

CP-Weight which is normalised between 0 and 1.
CP-Weight =

Tns -f TnsNus — Ncs
Ttjs Tus"^

(4.2)

In order to evaluate the imi^act of a split, two strategies are used, according to
the state of the optimisation. The primary objective of the optimisation algorithm
is to connect all sensors to a base station. Therefore when there remain some
nnconnected sensors prior to the evaluation of the Split [CNUS 7^ 0), the split
is automatically validated if it helps reducing the number of unconnected sensors
[NNUS < CNUS). When all sensors are connected the split is only validated
if the number of unconnected sensors does not increase {NNUS < CNUS),
if the new utility NU is greater than the agent’s utility before the split CU
and if the Split does not decrease the average utility of neighbouring agents
{NANU < CANU). The new utility NU is defined as the smaller of the two
agent’s utility. Therefore, when all sensors are connected, the Split can only occur
if it results in both agents to attain a better utility than the original agent while
not reducing neighbouring agents’ utility.
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4.3.4

Swap with relay-nodes

Algorithm 4.5 Swap with relay nodes
function Swaf_with_relay_node(77)
success •<— false
BU ^ 0
hr i-----1
for all 7* G /? do
m ■(— G etc luster Head {r)
if 777 = 7? then
SiuapBaseStation With BelayNodeCP{ii, 7’)
U})date Percept for Agent 77
if NNUS < GNUS and NU > CU then
BU ^ NU
hr
r
end if
Cancel the swaj)
end if
end for
if hr 7^—1 then
SiuapBaseStaticmWithBelayNod,eCP{n^ hr)
Ujxlate Percept for Agent 77
Validate the swap
BesetV isitedC P{)
success <r- true
end if
return success
end function
When evaluating the validity of adding new relay-nodes an agent will attempt
to swaj) its position with existing relay nodes within its cluster. This mechanism
is nsefnl in scenarios where a relay node has been added and resides in a location
which would be more suitable for the base-station. The description of the Swap
mechanism is provided in Algorithm 4.5. The algorithm keeps track of the best
utility BU and its corresponding relay-node br. B denotes the set of relay nodes
within the overall optimisation environment. When evaluating the Swap, only
the relay nodes that are within the current agent

77’s

cluster are considered. The

cluster head of a relay node is given by the GetClusterHead{r) function.
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For each relay node within the agent’s cluster, the base station’s position is
swa])])ed with the relay node’s j^osition. Following this, the percept for Agent n
is ii])dated, which updates the network toi)ology and calcnlates the new agent’s
utility NU. If NU is greater than the i)revious agent’s utility CU, and if the swap
does not result in an increase in the niiinber of unconnected sensor {NNUS <
CNUS), the best utility BU and best router position for the agent br are updated.
The Swap is evaluated for the remaining relay nodes. If one Swaj) was successfully
evaluated {br 7^ —I) the Swap is validated.

4.3.5

Move a relay-node

The mechanism used to test if a move of a rela}' node is beneficial to the agent
is described in Algorithm 4.G. This action is similar to the Move for a regu
lar base-station agent. The move is evaluated for every neighbour CP of the
relay node.

The set of neighbour i)ositions neighboursCP is retrieved using

GeiNeig}ibo'ursOf [r). This stej) follows similar ini])lenientation of that described
for the Move action.
The inii)act of moving the relay node is evaluated for each neighbour CP.
Attributes re])resenting the best position for the relay node are stored in BNUS^
BU and bcp. BNUS represents the nunil)er of unconnected sensors for the best
position. BU rei)resents the agent’s utility at the best position. Finally, bcp stores
the CP corresi)onding to the best i)osition for the relay node. BNUS and BU are
initialised with the values corresponding to the initial position of the relay node.
The impact of moving a relay node is only evaluated if, after the move, the
relay node r remains in the agents 72’s cluster (checked with r G Cluster{n)).
If the move results in no increase of nnconnected sensors compared to the best
l)osition {NNUS < BNUS), and if the new utility NU is greater than the
best utility BU, the move is validated, i.e. the new position becomes the best
j)osition. Regardless of whether the move was successful, the move is cancelled in
order to allow for evaluating the impact of moving the relay node to the remaining
neighbouring positions. Finally, if a best position is found from the neighbours
CP the router moves to this ])osition and the percept for player n is updated to
reflect the impact of the move.
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Algorithm 4.6 Move a relay node
function MOVE_RELAY_NODE(n,r)
success ■<— false
neighboursCP e- GetNeiqhboursO f ir)

BNUS
GNUS
DU ^ GU
bcp <-----1
for all cp G neighboursCP do
MovePelayNodeToGP{r, cp)
U])date Perce])t foi- Agent n
if r G Ghister{n) then
if NNUS < BNUS and NU > DU then
success ^ true
DU e- NU
BNUS e- GNUS
bcp ■<— cp
end if
Cancel the inove_relay_node
end if
end for
if success then

MoveRelayNodeToCP{r, bcp)
U])date Percept for Agent n
Validate the inove_relay_node

ResetV isitedG P{)
end if
return success
end function
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4.4
4.4.1

Utility Function
Introduction

The utility function is a measure of the quality of the agent state in relation
to its oi)timisation objective and can change when actions are taking within the
environment. It is also used by agents to support the decision of which action is
the best option, i.e. whether it improves the agent’s own utility.
The utility function i)rovides a normalised equation that reflects the quality
of an agent in respect to the design metrics. The observations about network
j^erformance for building the network to])ology are the foundation for the utility
function development.

4.4.2

Utility Function Elements

Equation (4.3) shows the utility used by an agent during an oj)timisation iteration.
This e(iuation is made uj) of several coni])onents, each evaluating a particular
as])ect of design (juality and WSN performance.
U = wiGC + IV2LQ + W3L + W4IC

(4.3)

Where,
GC..................... Global Coverage
LQ......................Link Quality
L.........................Lifetime
IG...................... Infrastructure Cost
Wi........................Weighting Factor

The utility function variables GC, LQ, L and IC have normalised values in
the range [0, 1], which allows the designer to allocate a weighted priority on
elements of the utility function to an drive the agent’s objective in a preferred
direction (e.g. if infrastructure cost is not an issue a lower weight can be applied
on 1C).
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Global Coverage {GC) is included within the utility function to maximise the
number of connected sensors within the agent’s cluster. GC is calculated as the
ratio of connected nodes to the total number of sensors within te environment.
This ])aranieter of the utility function is used to minimise the iiumber of agents
in the environment.
Link Quality {LQ) reflects the average communication quality within the
agent’s cluster. LQ is calculated as the average of the estimated received sig
nal strength between devices that are part of the agent’s cluster. This element
of the utility function i)roniotes to])ologies with strong, reliable communication
links.
Lifetime (L) is used to rejjresent the average lifetime of the sensors that are
I)art of an agent’s cluster. The sensors’ lifetime is affected by the network topology
and is calculated using the battery model ])resented i)reviously in Section 3.3.6.
Infrastructure Cost {IG) rej^resents the c;ost effectiveness of a cluster and is
calculated as the ratio of sensor devices over the total nunil)er of devices required
for the cluster. This utility function i)aranieter i)enalises the addition of relay
nodes and instead ])roniotes the use of existing sensors to act as repeaters. This
aims to reduce the infrastructure cost of a design.

4.4.3

Influence of Weighting Factors on Optimisation Re
sults

By selecting different weighting factors, the designer can modify how the utility
function evaluates the quality of a design by specifying the importance each coml)onent has in the utility evaluation. This in turn influences the outcome of the
automatic design process. However, the choice of the utility weights is a sensi
tive operation that must be realised with care as inappropriate values can lead
to sub-optimal design out])uts. For example, if only Link Quality LQ is consid
ered for the utility, agents will take actions that will maximise link quality across
the network, ultimately resulting in having one base-station next to each sensor
node. Such a scenario is undesirable as it would be highly costly, impractical and
defeats the purpose of using ^^"SN. The following will demonstrate the impact of
selecting various weighting sets.
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Figure 4.7: Saiiii)le designs requirements
The difference between the design outcomes will he illustrated by a sani])le
design scenario where a WSN consisting of 20 sensor nodes is to be constructed.
The l)uilding layout and the position of the semsors within the environment is
shown in Fdgure 4.7. The Automatic Design & Optimisation will l)e used to de
termine uunil)er and i)osition of relay-nodes and base-stations. Three designs,
with different values for utility weights, will be generated. The key characteris
tics of these designs are siimmarised in Table 4.1. In this table, the number of
base stations and relay nodes im])act the infrastructure cost of the designs. The
average link (piality reflects the communication quality and reliability within the
network. The ])ercentage of forwarded traffic influences communication delays
and node lifetime within the network, with higher values leading to longer delays
and reduced node lifetime. The remaining of this section provides a more detailed
look at these designs.
The first design is generated using weights which mainly focus on reducing
the overall cost of the design (uq = 0.1, W2 = 0.1, w^, = 0.1,

= 0.7). The

resulting design is shown in Figure 4.8a. The resulting design includes one basestation and no additional relay-node.

This is the minimum device cost that

can be achieved for this scenario. However this reduced device cost comes with
associated characteristics which may be undesirable for rol)ust network operation.
First, some links between sensors at the right of the environment are close to the
minimum acceptable link quality. Secondly, the base-station position is very offcentred. This is due to the fact that the sensors in the top left corner of the
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Table 4.1: Network attributes resulting froiri different utility weights
Utility Weights
(uq, W2, ws, W4)

Number
of BS

Number
of RN

Forwarded
Traffic (%)

Average Link
Quality (dBm)

(0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.7)
(0.1, 0.7, 0.1, 0.1)
(0.2, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2)

1
1
1

0
1
2

68.8
55.3
26.7

-68.62
-64.18
-68.12

environment eannot eonnnunieate with other sensors. The base-station has been
l)laced at this position to avoid having to use a relay-node. As a result, some
sensors must relay an ini])ortant amount of traffie from other sensor nodes whieh
negatively imj^act the overall lifetime of the network.
In the next example, a utility funetion aiming at generating high quality links
between deviees has been ehosen to perform the design (ru] = 0.1, 1V2 = 0.7,
uq = 0.1, W4 — 0.1). The resulting design is shown in Figure 4.8b. The resulting
design includes one base-station and one relay-node. Contrarily to the previous
scenario, the average link (piality between deviees is much stronger, which increase
the robustness of the network design. The data forwarding load has been slightly
better shared among the sensors than in the })revious design but still result in
discrej^ancies in node lifetime expectation within the network, due to the offcentred position of the base-station.
In the last exain])le, a more balanced utility function has been chosen for the
design. This utility balances the imi)act of the various elements of the utility
function [w] = 0.2, W2 = 0.3, uq = 0.3, uq = 0.2). The resulting design is
shown in Figure 4.8c. The resulting design includes one base-station and two
relay-nodes. The key difference with the previous examples is a more centred
position for the base-station which results in an improved network lifetime while
maintaining satisfactory link quality across the network. This set of values for
weighting factors is recommended to attain a balanced network design.
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Figure 4.8: Sample designs with different utility functions
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Influence of Period of Evaluation on Utility
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Figure 4.9: Iiifiueiice of o])tiiiiisatioii varialiles on utility

4.5

Recommended Period of Evaluation Value

Beside the utility, the value of the i)eriod of evaluation PE, which is used to detect
a Pareto ojitiinuiu, iin})acts the outcome of the oj)timisatioii. The motivation of
using PE as an optimisation variable has been described in Section 4.2.4. The
remaining of this section will analyse, under these conditions, the influence of the
value of PE on the quality of the design which is gauged using the average utility
function. The objective is to evaluate the influence of the o])tiniisation variables
over the resulting design and derive some recommendation regarding these values.
The testing procedure involves performing the same design multiple times while
only changing the value of the optimisation variable PE. For each value of PE
the utility obtained for the design is recorded and an average utility is calculated
for similar values of PE. The result of the experiment can be seen in Figure 4.9.
For every optimisation, there are some differences in the resulting design and
its corres])onding utility. This difference is due to diflPerent starting j^iositions
being used which imi)act the optimisation process. For larger values of PE this
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difference in utility value is small, with a standard deviation of 0.0013. However
for smaller values of PE the difference between similar designs is much larger due
to more sub-optimal results being obtained as can be seen from a drop in average
utility value, \\dien PE = 20, a standard deviation of 0.0085 is obtained, which is
over 6 times greater that the value obtained when PE is larger. For this scenario,
a choice of PE > 40 provides o])tinmm designs with respect to the utility weights
chosen. Increasing the value of PE only results in longer rniming times for the
optimisation algorithm. It can l)e seen that convergence is reached as even with
large values of PE, the average utility does not improve.

4.6

Conclusion

This chapter described the agent-l)ased oi)timisation algorithm which has been developc^d to i:)erform automatic o])timisation of the W^SN design to ensure a])i)lications])ecific re(|nirements are met. An agent based ai)proach was iiscxl to enable the
oi)tiniisation considering multii)le objectives and mnltiple device types with vary
ing c-onstraints and metrics. The agent structure was outlined describing the
main comi)onents which include the agent percepts, actions and mechanism de
sign. The most c-ritical element of any optimisation is the definition of the utility
function which is used by agents to gauge whether an action is worth taking and
gauge the success of taking a particular action. This utility function is made of
different components and parameters which allows for the timing of the utility
function in order to attain different results that reflect the range of application
requirements that have been defined in the jirevions chapter. It is envisaged that
by abstracting from a centralised view of the design problem the agent based
approach an optimal design solution will emerge from basic interactions between
agents operating within the optimisation environment. This approach aims at
maintaining the quality of the solution regardless of the problem size or con
straints that are considered. The following chajiter will present the integration
of this optimisation approach into a software tool and the evaluation of that tool
with real design scenarios.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
5.1

Introduction

The work j^reseiited previously in this thesis has higliliglited the need for a design
methodology to snpj)ort the dej)loymeiit of WSN j)articnlarly for apj^licatioiis
ill buildings. To meet this challenge, an oi)timisatioii and design approach has
been i)ro])osed and outlined in Section 4. The models that are the core of the
design approach and support the automation of the WSN design process have
also been j)resented. For these models, algorithms and design procedures to be
utilised in real scenarios they need to be integrated into a software pacTage that
enables a user to easily define his requirements from a system and automatically
generate a placement stratcegy for his site specific requirements. The tool will be
used to evaluate the applicability of the device placement methodology against
existing and more traditional approaches to indoor deployments. This chapter
will first introduce the software package that was developed and describe the
various components of the tool. This will then be followed by a presentation
of two case study deployments that were undertaken within a real building to
validate the design methodology from the perspective of infrastructure cost and
system performance.
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5.2

The Design Tool Software Package

5.2.1

Introduction

A software package was created that iiiipleiiieiits each stage of the design process
from requirements specification riglit through to deployment validation. This tool
was developed with a number of different users with various levels of expertise in
mind
1. Wireless Engineer - A wireless engineer can evaluate new systems that
rely on link quality, network toj^ology and system coverage to help them
make better design decisions (e.g. lower power to reduce battery usage).
2. Systems Integrator - A systems integrator with experience deploying
new systems in buildings can utilise the tools to plan out and execute the
integration of new wireless systems with existing technologies in a building.
3. Wireless Applications Provider - Can evaluate sensing and wireless
coverage in the context of a s]:)ecific building to aid in evaluating the cost
i.e. number of devices and system performance, this can even be done before
a building is complete (e.g. supporting the tender process).
4. Building Operator - A building oi)erator who has little knowledge of sys
tems design but would like to evaluate the impact of architectural changes
on system performance for example.
Therefore to support these types of users an easy to use GUI which hides
the design complexity through the use of })re-processing and optimisation tools
that can automate much of the design i)rocess was developed.

The interface

was develo])ed using Borland C++ and VCL to allow for rapid development of
visualisation components. The design tool has many useful features to aid pre})rocessing of requirements and also the analysis of optimisation results. The
modules that support the automatic design and optimisation that are presented
in Section 3 are implemented as ])art of the design tool. The automatic design
and o])tiniisation algorithm, presented in Section 4, is also implemented as part of
the tool. A number of modules that complement the design i)rocess are described
in this section.
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5.2.2

Requirements Tools

5.2.2.1

Automatic Environment Import

As stated in Section 3.3.2, Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) has been identified
as an excellent source of environment data. The IFC model is composed of
entities, which are associated with properties and relationships. Entity attributes
are mostly defined by other entities. Due to the highly hierarchical structure,
a raw IFC hie is extremely conii)lex to handle. To overcome this complexity
and extract building entities from the hie an IFC i)arser was developed; the
components of this i)arser are shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: IFC' parser architecture
The environment data is extracted using the IFCsvr ActiveX component [71].
IFCsvr is a freely available component which handles interaction with the IFC
data hie. The combination of this ActiveX com])onent with an interface written
in Ruby enables interaction directly with the IFC data hie. As the current imple
mentation only considers 2D information, the design tool converts the 3D model
of the building into a structure of a stacked multi-hoor building where each hoor
is described using a 2D re])resentation. The hoor geometry is dehned by walls,
windows and doors. Although the IFC data model is the primary source of input
for the environment description, the design tool also supports drawing capabili
ties and the import of AutoCad (TM) drawings. A sample enviromnent used by
the WSN Design Tool is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Saiii})le enviroiinieiit us('(l l)y the design tool
5.2.2.2

Candidate Position Grid Generation

As was ])reseiite(l in Section 3.3.4 the candidate grid generation avoids the need to
search every point in the eiiviroiiinent which can lead to nnaccej)table rnii times
for the o])timisation, es])ecially in large environments. By reducing the search
space and improve the speed of convergence for the optimisation three methods
of generating this grid were implemented into the design tool. Each method has
subtle differences in order to match the user needs with respect to constraining
])otential locations for base stations and relay nodes within the environment.
The most basic and most suitable ap])roach for small de])loynients is to define
Candidate Position Lines. This mechanism works by allowing the user to specify
lines along which candidate positions will be generated at regular intervals, as
defined by the user. Using this approach the user has full control of where new
devices can be added. This is useful when the possible locations are restrictive
in the si)ace and only a few specific positions are valid for base station devices.
Figure 5.3a shows an example of the definition results.
For large spaces it may not be feasible to expect the designer suggest possible
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candidate positions, therefore two reinaining methods of defining the grid aim
at antomatically distributing grid points across the indoor environment while
maintaining basic positioning requirements (e.g. place along walls). This can be
done by either, traversing through a floor plan and placing grid points at user
defined intervals creating a regular grid-like pattern as shown in Figure 5.3b, or
alternatively using a Self Growing Neural Gas Algorithm as developed in [72]. The
algorithm incrementally generates the grid topology using a Competitive Hebbian
Learning and Neural Gas method, a detailed description of the algorithm can be
found in [72]. The use of this algorithm enables the even distribution of candidate
positions throughout a complex environment, while maintaining desirable node
positions, such as along walls. Figure 5.3c shows a sample of candidate position
grids that are generated for an environment, using the Self Growing Neural Gas
Algorithm. It must l)e noted that the generation of this grid strongly influences
the design out])ut as it constraints the o])timisation search space; therefore in a
large enviromnent the number of grid })oints should be sufficiently dense so as to
avoid a situation that none of the gird i)oints are sufficiently close to the glol)al
optiinum in a continuous search sj)ace.

5.2.3

Manual Evaluation Tools

Once pre-j3rocessing activities are i)erformed, the user can choose to manually
design a WSN or to automate this ])rocess using the Automatic Design & Oi)timisation module. The manual design capabilities of the software tool allow the
user to place devices on a floor j^laii and visualise aspects such as the network
topology or estimated j)ower consumption of the different nodes. Using dragand-drop operations, the user can easily move devices within the environment
and immediately visualise and assess the impact of tliese modifications on the
network design. The visual oihputs resultant from a manual design is shown in
Figure 5.4a. The tool also provides several other capabilities such as visualising
the full connectivity map (Figure 5.4b) or 3D visualisation of the signal cover
age (Figure 5.4c). A conij)lete overview of the design j^rocess can be seen in the
user manual, included in Appendix A. Similarly to the Automatic Design & Op
timisation, the manual design uses the underlying models that are described in
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(a) Candidate grifl lines

(b) Regular grid

Figure 5.3: Candidate position grid generation
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Section 3.3.

5.3

Use of the Design Tool V’s Traditional De
sign Approaches

5.3.1

Introduction

This section j)resents an evaluation of the WSN design methodology which has
been j)resented in the thesis. The ol)jective is to evaluate how the design method
ology which is supported by the automatic design and optimisation algorithm and
im])leniented in a software tool ])erforms against traditional design methodolo
gies. This ai)i)roach ca])tnres site s])ecific constraints and identifies the optimal
position for relay-nodes and base-stations to ensure a reliable communications
network. In order to i)rovide practical results })hysical network deployments are
rolled out. The case study evaluation conii)ares the WSN design suggested by
the deployment supj)ort tool against designs produced by following basic indus
try guidelines and a site survey of the dej)loyment environment. The objective
of the evaluation presented in this chaptei' is to validate the need for software
supi)ort tools that inii^lement formal deployment procedures by demonstrating
and quantifying the improvements over current WSN de})loyment strategies.

5.3.2

Evaluation Approach

The evaluation will cover two scenarios. The same design methodologies will be
considered for both scenarios. However the main difference consists of the sensor
l)latform chosen and their associated network protocol stack. In the first scenario,
the designers will have to configure pre-defined routes to be used for the WSN
with some redundancy. In the second scenario however, routes will be established
dynamically by the WSN during its operation. The Experimental methodology
will be presented in Section 5.3.3. The experiment for the first scenario will be
presented in Section 5.3.4 this will help quantify the quality of communication
routes and link prediction of the o])timisation output. The second approach is
})resented in Section 5.3.5 which aims to evaluate the quality of the solution when
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(a) Manual design GUI

(b) All available links
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(c) 3D visualisation

Figure 5.4: WSN design tool overview
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tlie design tool does not include a detailed model of tlie routing protocol used
for the physical deployment. The design evaluation is based on infrastructure
requirements, monetary cost, data transmission cost in terms of packet overhead
and data throughput (sensory data delivery ratio).

5.3.3

Design Methodologies

The objective of the case study presented in this section is to evaluate the quality
of the \\^SN design produced using (i) a homogeneous placement strategy based
on communications range, (ii) site survey and (iii) the WSN deployment supj^ort
tool. When faced with the task of deploying a network an inexperienced network
i)lanner has two choices; fieveloj) a design following network planning guidelines
or outsource the design process to a WSN design ex])ert. The ])ro})osed WSN
design tool offers an alternative which is intended to benefit both the novice and
ex])erienced network ]danner. The following are the three design inechanisms
used for the evaluation process:
• Homogeneous Placement Strategy (HPS) Using the freely available
range ])lanning guidelines from EnOcean [8] a homogeneous sensor network
is considered where the coinimmication range for each sensor is the same
and the coinimmications model is idealised and based on a circle. This
methodology consists of drawing circles with a radius of 10 meters around
each sensor (in this case the sensing nodes) and this is taken as the commu
nication range of each sensor. As part of the guidelines it is recommended
that for a highly robust network, redundant radio receiver paths should be
implemented though the inclusion of additional relay-nodes. The method
ology also proposes that the deployment plan should be verified on site
using site survey equipment and the de])loynient should be adjusted appro})riately through the addition/removal of relay-nodes or base-stations. For
the purposes of this experiment a site survey was not undertaken for this
design as the ol)jective was to evaluate the initial design produced using
the guidelines rather than the tuning of the design using a site survey.
• Site Survey (SS) To support the ])reniise of a heterogeneous communi
cations model a site survey using the })redefined sensor node locations was
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undertaken to characterise the influence of interference coining from other
radio sources and obstacles including people in the deflned deployment area.
This site-survey is carried out by an experienced WSN engineer who based
on his assessment of the environment using the site-survey data produces
the WSN design.
• Design Tool Support (DTS) The WSN Design Tool presented in this
thesis has been used to produce WSN design for each of the evaluation
scenarios.
The three design apiuoaches will be used to produce a placement plan for the
two evaluation scenarios. For each scenario, the resulting WSN designs will be
imi)lemented, dei)loyed and compared according to various metrics.
5.3.3.1

Initial Design Brief

The following design lirief was provided to each designer prior the design phase.
A wireless sensor network was required to be de])loyed across the NIMBUS Centre
for Embedded Systems Research building at Cork Institute of Technology in Ire
land. This is a new liuilding and in order to jiroflle the thermal comfort settings
throughout the offices located within this sjiace an environmental engineer was
consulted to identify the ideal measurement i)oint locations at which to place sen
sors to record environmental readings. This resulted in 38 specific locations being
identified where the sensor nodes are to be placed during the deployment. Sensors
are required to send their readings at predefined intervals, five minutes for nodes
on the first floor and two minutes for nodes on the ground floor. Having fixed
sensor positions satisfies the sensor coverage needs and results in a deterministic
sensor node de])loyment. The design brief outlined is to plan a reliable commu
nications network with a ininimum number of repeaters and gateway devices for
delivery of sensory data based on the deterministic sensing locations. The design
should identify the locations at which additional relay-nodes and base-stations
should be placed in order for each sensing node to have a communications path
between itself and at least one base-station. The network is said to be connected
if for each sensing node there exists a communications path loetween it and a
base-station. Sensors can forward data via other nodes towards a base-station
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Figure 5.5: Defined sensor ineasiireinent points
and additional relay-nodes can also be added. The design should balance cost
and reliability across the network. Considering these WSN design requirements
three designs were defined, deployed and evaluated. The deployment environment
with the fixed sensor ])ositions is shown in Figure 5.5. Each floor of the Nimbus
l)uilding was considered as a separate design task. A few additional constraints
around the ]3latform used and routing protocol implemented on the devices will
be outlined for each design scenario in the following sections.
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5.3.4

Fixed Routes Experiment

5.3.4.1

WSN Designs

Using the design methodologies outlined in Section 5.3.3, three WSN designs were
produced to capture data from sensors deployed in the first floor of the NIMBUS
Centre at the positions shown in Figure 5.5a. The resulting designs are shown
in Figure 5.6. Using the homogeneous placement strategy resulted in the design
shown in Figure 5.6a, with a total of 5 relay-nodes and 3 base-stations identified
as being necessary to supi)ort network connectivity. The design resulting from
the site-survey based approach is ])resented in Figure 5.6b which consists of 3
additional base-stations and 1 relay-node. Finally, the design made using the
design tool has 2 base-stations and 2 relay-nodes and is presented in Figure 5.6c.
As exp('c:t('d, due to the small scale area of the dei)loyment eiivironment all
designs j^roduced viable dei)loynient plans. However, the homogeneous ])lacenient
strategy has an excessive number of relay-nodes; this is driven by the guidelines
l)rovided which promotes an over-design to ensure robust communications. The
site survey based design and the design tool l)oth reduced the number of rei)eaters
required with the design tool oi)ting for 2 base-stations and 2 relay-nodes and the
site survey based design going for 3 base-stations and 1 additional relay-node
(with 3 of the sensor nodes also acting as repeaters). During the optimisation
process once connectivity is satished a secondary goal for the design tool is to
minimize infrastructure cost and as a result opts for a repeater (2F13) in the
middle of the floor to keep monetary costs at a minimum. In a small environment
it is expected that the design tool [produces a design at least as good as the design
based on a site survey and this premise is borne out in the evaluation presented in
section 5.3.4.4. The benefit of tlie tool becomes more apparent when applied to
large scale environments, as the use of the tool can significantly reduce the design
time as a site survey is not required. In a large environment it is best practice for
even the most experienced network designer to carry out a site survey to evaluate
connectivity either prior to or ])ost de])loynient with the network infrastructure
being adjusted accordingly^
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5.3.4.2

Node Platform and Implementation

Nodes are deployed with pre-defined static route tables. This allows for the eval
uation of the network behaviour as expected by the network designs rather than
the influence of the routing protocol. The sensor network that has been deployed
during the experiments is based on the SunSPOT platform. The SunSPOT plat
form is a high end Java based wireless sensor device. This is a development
platform which allows rapid prototyping and deployment of WSN protocols. The
radio chip used is the Chipcon CC2420 which is also used in several other sensor
platforms such as the MICAz and TelosB motes from Crossbow Technology. As
the radio communication is the main design criterion used the results ])rovided
by this exi)erinient are apjrlicable to other sensor j^latfornis that use the same
radio chij).
5.3.4.3

Data Collection Mechanism

Sensor data is sent towards tlie base-station every five minutes where this is logged
in a centralised database for subsequent i)rocessing. For this experimental case
study, in addition to the sensory data, the node battery level and the local time
of the sensor are incorporated in the j)acket header. In addition some routing
information is added which includes the MAC address of the sender, the MAC
addresses of the next hop and the gateway associated with this node. When a
l)acket is received, by a sensor, gateway or reijeater, the link (juality information
is captured and this includes the RSSI (received signal strength indicator), LQI
(link quality indicator) and Correlation values. For multi-hop communication,
the received sensor data, routing and link quality information are aggregated at
each node in the path towards the gateway. This allows for the analysis of link
quality and network to])ology over the lifetime of the network deployment.
5.3.4.4

Experimental Results

The ol)jective of the network deployment case study is to analyse the network
o})eration during steady state operation. To do so a subset of the collected deploy
ment data is used when analysing the results. As nodes do not start operating
at the same time, measurements obtained before all the nodes where started are
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Table 5.1: Average sensing packet delivery ratio
Methodology

Average Sensing Packet Delivery Ratio

HPS
SS
DTS

97.17 %
97.68 %
98.22 %

omitted from the analysis. Similarly results obtained toward the end of the ex
periment are not inclnded in the results. Data collected after some nodes have
been switched off or died due to battery depletion, are not considered in the re
sults analysis. To com]3are the three deployments under similar conditions the
observation time and time of day for each deployment is identical. The recorded
data is analysed over one hour of network oj:)eration, starting thirty miimtes after
the comi)lete network dei)loyment. For eacT design the qiialit}^ is assessed against
the design brief of having reliable commimications at minimal infrastriictnre cost
(ninnber of relay-nodes and base-stations). This is assessed based on the data
cai)tiired and the infrastructure requirements with an analysis of the relevant
metrics i)resented next.
5.3.4.4.1

Sensing Packet Delivery Ratio

The sensing packet delivery ra

tio metric re])resents the average delivery rate jier deployment. It is a useful
metric to measure the reliability of the network and is calculated using Equa
tion 5.1.
sensing jpacketAeJiveryjratio =100

NSPR
NSPE

(5.1)

In this equation, NSPR corresponds to the number of sensing data packets
that were received by all base-stations and NSPE corresponds to the number
of sensing data packets that were expected to be received, given the duration of
the deployment and the sensing interval. Table 5.1 suimnarises the results for
each design. As can be seen in Table 5.1 the average delivery ratio is similar with
little losses being exi)erienced across all designs. The major difference is borne
out in the infrastructure requirements and costs as shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5
and discussed later.
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Table 5.2: Ratio of sensing versus forwarding packets
Methodology

Sensing Packets

Forwarding Packets

HPS

59.04 %
78.79 %
71.29 %

40.96 %
21.21 %
28.71 %

ss

DTS

5.3.4.4.2

Ratio of Sensing Versus Forwarding Packets

The distribution

of sensing and forwarding packets for each design is shown in Figure 5.7. The data
in Figure 5.7 is sinnniarised in Table 5.2 for the three designs. The novice design
has added 5 additional nodes to the de])loynient that act as repeaters for other
nodes. This results in an almost 60:40 split of sensor data j^ackets and the nunif^er
of packets forwarded by intermediate nodes, and in comparison to the site-surve}^
based design and the WSN deployment sn])port tool there is approximately 12 to
20% more forwarding j)ackets as seen in Table 5.2. The design tool plan includes
2 dedicated relay-nodes and these ac“t as forwarders for a total of 7 nodes giving
on average, a load of 3.5 nodes per relay-node whereas in the expert design the
4 nodes that act as rei)eaters (including 1 dedicated relay-node) forward for a
total of 5 nodes giving an average of 1.25 nodes i)er rej^eater. The design tool
loads its 2 repeaters with more traffic and so generates more forwarded joackets
than the 4 rejjeaters of the expert design but the higher traffic load on the design
tool re])eaters does not adversely affect the overall delivery ratio and in fact it is
marginally higher as per Table 5.1.
The expert design can be viewed as under utilising its repeaters as it is nearly
a 1:1 relationship of sensors and repeaters, while it does maintain a very high
delivery ratio it does so with an over design as the design tool has shown that a
lower number of repeaters is more than adequate.
5.3.4.4.3

Data Transmission Cost

The Data Transmission Cost metric re

flects the average number of packets that are required to send one sensing data
])acket. It is a measure of communication overheads within a network and is
calculated using Equation 5.2.
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Figure 5.7: Packet distribution for each design per node
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Table 5.3: Data transmission cost
Methodology

Data Transmission Cost

HPS
SS
DTS

packets)

1.78
1.21
1.46

dataJransniission^cosi =

NPG
NSPG

The total number of packets generated within the network, inchiding sensing
data ])ackets and the overhead packets that are related to route and network
managenient, is represented by NPG. The number of sensing data packets that
were generated within the network is rei)resented by NSPG.
The data transmission cost of the three WSN designs is smnmarised in Ta
ble 5.3. A high transmission cost means that more packets (i.e. retransmitted
and forwarded ])ackets) are re(|nired to send a single sensor data packet. The ad
ditional data can ini])act the i)erforniance and power consinnj)tion of the network.
The mnnber of re])eater in eacti design inhiiences the data transmission cost as
more data is being forwarded within the network. The novice design requires 5
re])eaters to forward data for 12 nodes and it has the highest data transmission
cost. The experienced designer’s network has 4 rej)eaters and forwards data for
5 nodes and finally the design tool has 2 repeaters that forward data for 7 nodes.
5.3.4.4.4

Infrastructure Cost

The differences in the nimiber of devices be

tween the three designs have a significant inhiience on the overall infrastrnctiire
cost. The characteristics of the three designs are snmmarised in Table 5.4. In or
der to give some indication of the infrastructure cost of each design it is proposed
to calculate the price of hardware that is typically used in real WSN deployment.
In terms of estimating the infrastructure cost of each design using SiiiiSPOT de
vices was not considered as it is a development j^latform which is not intended for
real world deployments; however the design constraints would remain the same
regardless of platform. For this experiment the infrastructure cost of each de
sign is calculated based on the commercially available Crossbow mote platform.
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Table 5.4; Design infrastructure requirements
Methodology

Number of
Base Stations

Number of
Sensors

Additional
Relay Nodes

HPS
SS
DTS

3
3
2

18
18
18

5
1
2

Ta])le 5.5: Infrastructure cost
Methodology

Infrastructure Cost

Cost Savings

HPS
SS
DTS

€3300
€2964
€2620

€0
€360
€680

The ])rice of a Crossbow Netl)ridge Gateway lias lieen quoted as €410 and an
additional €90 for each sensor. Regular sensor motes can be used as relay-nodes.
The resulting infrastructure juice for each design is shown in Table 5.5. This
can be used as an indicator that as the design scales uj) to a larger dejiloyment,
the design lieconies more difficult and significant cost savings can be achieved
with the use of the WSN dejiloyment sujij^ort tool. Also consider that the novice
designer sjient aj^jiroximately 4 hours in defining base-station and relay-nodes
locations, whereas the exjierienced designer and the design tool needed aj)j)roximately the same time, between 30-40 minutes where the use of the design tool
does not require a site visit and test dejiloyments. The jiotential time savings and
associated labour costs associated with doing a dej^iloyment can be dramatically
reduc;ed when software sujjij^ort tools are enii)loyed.
5.3.4.5

Experiment Conclusion

The use of the design tools led to a reduced infrastructure cost and improved net
work reliability with higher sensing j^acket recej)tion rate. Although the deploy
ment was small and across a single door, the use of the WSN design framework
demonstrated benefits which are believed will scale uj) to j^rovide a significant
advantage over traditional ’ad-hoc’ ai)i)roaches })articularly for large comj:)lex de-
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ploymeiits.

5.3.5

Dynamic Routes Experiment

5.3.5.1

WSN Designs

Using the design methodologies outlined in Section 5.3.3, three WSN designs
were produced to capture data from sensors deployed in the ground floor of the
NIMBUS Centre at the positions shown in Figure 5.51). The resulting designs
are shown in Figure 5.8. Using this homogeneous placement strategy resulted
in the design shown in Figure 5.8a, with a total of 4 relay-nodes and 2 basestations identihed as being necessary to support network connectivity. The design
resulting from the site-survey based approach is presented in Figure 5.8b which
consists of 1 base-station and 3 relay-nodes. Finally, the design made using the
design tool has 1 base-station and 1 relay-node and is presented in Figure 5.8c:.
5.3.5.2

Node Platform and Implementation

Crossbow TelosB sensor nodes are usc'd for this ex])erinient. They run TinyOS
and the BLIP stack is used as a bLowPAN implementation. The BLIP stack
includes its own routing protocol which dynamically establislies and manages
routes within the network during its o])eration. The proposed toj)ologies are
dehned by the designers but the WSN is not instructed to use them. The network
toi)ology which is used during the deployment is defined by the routing protocol
used by the sensor nodes. In order to resi)ond to the dynamic nature of the
environment which may l)e subject to different interferences sensors can adapt
their route; therefore the network topology can vary over time.

Each sensor

node is ])owered by 2 AA rechargeable batteries. Low power listening feature is
activated to minimise energy usage of the sensor nodes.
5.3.5.3

Data Collection Mechanism

The 3 deployments were each deployed for over a week and under similar condi
tions. Every sensor senses battery level, tem])erature, humidity and light level.
Sensing packcTs are sent every 2 minutes and statistics are sent every 5 minutes
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(a) Homogeneous Placement Strategy

(c) Design Tool Support

Figure 5.8: WSN designs for each methodology
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Table 5.6: Average sensing packet delivery ratio
Methodology

Average Sensing Packet Delivery Ratio

HPS
SS
DTS

99.90 %
99.55 %
99.95 %

and are logged in a centralised database for subsequent processing. Statistics
j)ackets include various inforniation about the network. They contain detailed
inforination about the nninber and nature of ])ackets that are sent, received and
forwarded l)y each node. These counters differentiate between UDP datagrams,
which contain sensing data, and ICMP messages, which are used for network and
route management piiri)oses. Global counters for IP messages (which regroup
both UDP and ICMP packets) are also provided. In addition, node’s routing
inforniation is also sent with the statistic jmcket, which ])rovides a snapshot of
the toi)ology used when statistic packets are sent. This in turn allows for fine
grained analysis of the network ])erforniance and characteristics throughout the
network operation.
5.3.5.4

Experimental Results

The objective of this study is to evaluate the i)erformance of the 3 designs and
whether the networks performs and behaves as expected at design time. To anal
yse the ])erforniance of each WSN de])loyment plans the following metrics are
used, firstly the network activity is analysed in terms of communication qual
ity and efficiency and secondly the routes stability and the resulting changes of
network topologies are analysed.
5.3.5.4.1

Sensing Packet Delivery Ratio

The sensing packet delivery ra

tio measures the success rate of collecting sensing data. It is a useful metric to
measure the reliability of the network and is calculated using Equation 5.1 previ
ously introduced in Section 5.3.4.4.I. The sensing packet delivery ratio, shown in
Table 5.6, is similar for both the design resulting from the homogeneous placement
strategy and the tool design. The site-survey based design has a slightly worse
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Tal)]e 5.7: Network performance metrics
Methodology

Data Transmission
Cost (# packets)

Network Transmission
Cost
packets)

Network
Throughput

HPS
SS
DTS

1.007
1.269
1.034

1.104
1.668
1.396

99.33 %
80.41 %
96.74 %

performance. Overall there is no major difference among the designs according
to this metric alone.
5.3.5.4.2

Communication Overheads

The following metrics assess the net

work ])erfornianc:e in terms of the ratio of sensing data and overhead data consist
ing of routing management and data forwarding traffic. It is desirable to attain
low overhead comniimication within the network where most of the traffic carries
sensing data in order to reduce the traffic load and limit the energy expendi
ture wit hin the network. Metrics used to measure this are the data transmission
cost, network transmission cost and the network through])ut. The results are
shown in Table 5.7. These metrics are calculated using Equations 5.2 (j)reviously
iiitroduc'ed in Section 5.3.4.4.3), 5.3, and 5.4.
network Jr ansmission-cosf =

NSPG
NPG -h NPF

network Jhro'iighput = 100

NSPG
NPG

:5.3)
(5.4)

Ill these equations, NSPG represents the number of sensing data packets that
were generated within the network. NPG re})resents the total number of packets
generated within the network, including sensing data packets and the overhead
packets that are related to route and network management, and NPF represents
the number of jiackets (of any type) that were forwarded within the network.
According to these 3 metrics the site-survey based design has a significantly
lower performance than its counterparts, as can be seen in Table 5.7. Although
close, the tool design (DTS) has a slightly lower performance than the design
resulting from the homogeneous i)lacement strategy (HPS). When compared to
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Table 5.9: Topology statistics
Methodology
HPS

ss

DTS

Niiinber of
Topologies

First
Topology Use

Second
Topology Use

Third
Topology Use

19
786
116

48.71 %
7.69 %
19.94 %

35.71 %
4.07 %
16.12 %

6.15 %
3.37 %
10.81 %

load. The former has a low impact on the network stability but the latter has a
more profound impact as it may result in a cascade of route-parent changes to
re-balance the topology.
In order to better reflect the network stability the to])ologies that result from
several roidejparent changes have been reconstructed. The stability of the net
work can be estimated according to the number of topologies used and whether
a major to])ology emerges during the network de})loynient. The total number of
toi)ologies and the percentage of time the 3 main topologies are used for each
design is shown in Table 5.9.
The analysis of the to])ology changes reflect the results found when looking
at the routeJiMrent changers. The HPS design has a stalde network with a sin
gle topology being used close to 50% of the total dei)loynient time. Due to a
higher number of routejpareut changes the tool design generated many different
topologies. However one emerged and has been used nearly 20% of the deploy
ment time. The site-survey based design however experienced a very important
change of topology with the most common topology being used only 7.69% of the
dei)loynient time. The main topology which have been used for each design are
shown in Figure 5.9. These figures represent a snapshot of the network.
To some degree the three topologies differ from the original designs. The three
networks operate with a lower average number of hops than anticipated at design
time. This is clearly visible on the novice and the expert design. The tool design
however is not as much affected by this as a distinctive difference between the
tool design and the two other designs is that it relies on ’’longer hops” between
sensors.

Table 5.8: Route i)arent statistics
Methodology

Average Number of
routejparent

Average Number of
Changes of routejparent

HPS
SS
DTS

1.42
5.85
3.76

1.17
68.55
8.76

the HPS design, the tool design perforins worst in terms of network transmission
cost rather than data transmission cost. This indicates that although the route
and network inanagement traffic overhead is low, the network transmission cost
of the tool design is induced due to a higher traffic forwarding load. This can be
exjilained by a greater number of hops being used in average for the tool design
than for the HPS design. Comparatively the site-survey based design suffers from
a high network overhead due to both high route and network management traffic
ami forwarding traffic. This increased network overhead and tlierefore higher
traffic load can exjilaiii the slight drop in terms of sensing jiacket delivery ratio.
5.3.5.4.3

Routes Stability and Topology Changes

Statistics that are

collected from each sensor jirovide the device to which the sensor sends its infor
mation. The device to which the information is sent is called the routejparent.
A useful mechanism to assess network stability is to look at how many different
route Ji)arents have been used for each node and how many times a node changes
its routejparent. These results are shown in Table 5.8.
From the 3 designs the HPS design has the most stable network. This is
explained by a lower number of hops being used. For the same reasons the tool
design uses a higher number of routejparents and also changes routes more often
than in the HPS design.

The site-survey based design however uses an even

greater number of routejparents but most imjiortantly has an extremely larger
number of route changes resulting in a very unstable network topology.
As the number of hops in a network increases the route jparent parameter does
not pro})erly reflect topology stability. For example a change of route-parent does
not produce the same impact on the network topology according to whether the
sensor is a leaf node or closer to the base-station with a higher traffic forwarding
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(a) Homogeneous Placement Strategy

(c) Design Tool Support

Figure 5.9: Main topology for each design
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5.3.5.4.4

Distribution of Data Forwarding Traffic

Although the analy

sis of to])ology changes highlights the overall stability of the network it is unclear
whether some nodes support most of the forwarding traffic burden. Ideally every
node would have similar data forwarding load. In order to estimate the distri
bution of the data forwarding traffic it is proposed to analyse the routes that
were used by the statistic packets. This allows the analysis of the impact of the
network toj^ology on the ratio of data packets being generated and forwarded,
without taking into account additional overhead traffic resulting from routing
and network management. Figure 5.10 provides an analysis of the statistic data
being transmitted by the nodes. Although the exact number cannot be retrieved
from the statistic data, the forwarding of sensing data packets is i)roportional to
the forwarding of statistic packets as an average of 2.5 sensing data packets are
sent for each statistic: ])acket. These figures can therefore be used to demonstrate
the ratio of packets being forwarded among the ones that are generated lyy the
nodes.
Seveial observations can be made basc'd on these figures. As expected t he HPS
design forwarded less data than the two others since it uses two base-stations
and most of the communication is single hop. Both the site-survey and tool
bascxl designs have more forwarding data with respectively 4 and 3.3 times more
forwarded data than the HPS design. In other terms, the site-survey based design
had 19% more data traffic being forwarded than the tool design. This can be
exj)lained by a more central position for the base-station being chosen in the
tool design which results in a smaller average immlrer of hops. Although more
traffic is forwarded in the expert design, the load is spread on most of the sensors
and repeaters. This differs from the tool design where a greater portion of the
forwarded traffic is forwarded by one node (node 11). Finally in the three designs
the relay-nodes were under-used. In the site-survey based design, three relaynodes are used but one (A2) forwardcxi less traffic than expected at design time.
In comparison the only dedicated relay-node in the tool design (Al) was almost
never used. Similarly, out of four relay-node, the HPS design occasionally used
one relay-node (Al), another one was almost never used (A2) and two were not
used at all (B1 And B2).
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Figure 5.10: Distriliiition of forwarded statistic data packets for each design
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5.3.5.4.5

Radio Chip Activity &: Total Amount of Data within the

Network

The three designs generated similar anioimt of sensing data. How

ever the total amount of data being transmitted within the network also includes
routing and network management traffic which is generated to maintain or renew
routes within the network. A correlation between the amount of network man
agement traffic and the number of topology changes is expected. In addition,
when imsnccessfnl comimmication occurs packets are retransmitted in order to
deliver the information to the required destination. Finally the average number
of hops within the network infliiences the total amount of data l)eing transmitted
within the network due to data forwarding. The total ainonnt of data within
the network ultimately impac'ts the activity of the radio chip and as a result the
overall lifetime of the network. The total number and type of packets being re
ceived and transmitted, which reflect the (X)mimniications activity of each node,
are shown in Figure 5.11.
Several ol)servations can be made from these results. Surprisingly, every node
received some IP traffic, which encapsulates sensing or statistic data and are only
used by the l)ase-station and th(' nodes that forward the data towards the l)asestation. This is unexpected as nodes that are directly connected to a base-station
and that do not forward any data received some IP packets. It was concluded that
the IP j:)ac;kets that are rec^eived by these nodes are j)ackets that are sent to other
nodes in their vicinity and are discarded once received, resulting in unnecessary
utilisation of the radio receiver.
For the three designs the distribution of t he total number of packets among the
nodes reflects the results found in Section 5.3.5.4.4 analysing the data forwarding
traffic ratio. Thus the HPS design has a small total number of packets being used
within the network and the tool design has a higher total number of packets due
to the data forwarding load and network management traffic overhead. However
the site-survey based design has a significantly larger network management traffic
overhead which greatly increases the amount of traffic within the network and
its associated radio activity. These results validate the correlation between the
increase of to})ology changes and network management traffic overhead. In the
tool-based design node 11 has been used extensively to forward data from other
sensors. This is a negative point of the design as node 11 acts as the main data
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Figure 5.11: Distriliiitioii of sent and received data for each design
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forwarder, which yields to greater radio activity and associated energy expendi
ture. This can be explained by the routing strategy aiming at establishing stable
network topologies without providing support for sharing the data forwarding
load among sensors in order to increase the overall network lifetime. However the
higher radio activity for node 11 can be contrasted with the very large amount of
network overhead observed in the site-survey based design. Due to the instable
nature of the network, over a third of the nodes in the site-survey based design
have similar or greater communications activity than node 11 in the tool design.
Finally the nature of the ICMP traffic, which represents routing and network
maiiagement traffic, is different in the three designs. For every node, the received
traffic is significantly larger than the transmitted traffic in both the novice and
exi)ert design. This suggests that most of the routing and network management
is generated by the sink and little or no acknowledgement is required from the
nodes. Alternatively there is a balance between the rc'ceived and transmitted
routing and network management traffic for the tool design. This suggests that
the inanagement traffic is either mostly initiated by the nodes or that the nature
of the traffic is different and recjuires a re])ly from the receiver. The significantly
higher amount of packets l)eing transmitted and received for the expert design
is ex])ected to translate in more frequent radio utilisation and higher power con
sumption.
5.3.5.4.6

Infrastructure Cost

The differences in the number of devices be

tween the three designs have a significant influence on the overall infrastructure
cost.

The characteristics of the three designs are summarised in Table 5.10.

Similarly to the previous experiment described in Section 5.3.4, the i)rice of a
Crossbow Netbridge Gateway has been quoted as €410 and an additional €90
for each sensor. Regular sensor motes can be used as relay-nodes. The resulting
infrastructure price for each design is shown in Table 5.11. Similarly to the pre
vious experiment, the use of the design tool leads to reduced infrastructure costs
and greater cost savings of the three designs. This suggests that as the design
scales up to a larger deployment, the design becomes more difficult and significant
cost savings can be achieved with the use of the WSN deployment support tool.
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Table 5.10: Design infrastnictiire requirements
IMethodology

Number of
Base Stations

Number of
Sensors

Additional
Relav Nodes

2
1
1

20
20
20

4
3

HPS

ss

DTS

1

Table 5.11; Infrastructure cost

5.3.5.5

Methodology

Infrastructure Cost

Cost Savings

HPS
SS
DTS

€2980
€2480
€2300

€0
€500
€680

Experiment Conclusion

The three design aj)i)roa(‘hes yield different dc^signs with different j)erfornianee
metrics. The HPS design is the most costly in terms of infrastructures (2 basestations, 4 relay-nodes).

Infrastructure cost is lower for the expert design (1

base-station, 3 relay-nodes) and even lower for the tool design (1 base-station, 1
relay-node). This suggests that as the design scales u]) to a larger deployment,
the design becomes more difficult and significant cost savings can be achieved
with the use of the WSN design tool. The three designs perform well in terms
of sensing packet delivery ratio but with a slight disadvantage for the site-survey
l)ased design. Other network ])erformance metrics that assess communication
efficiency and network overheads show excellent results for the HPS design due
to its reduced number of ho])S. When conij)aring the site-survey and tool based
designs which have similar topologies the tool design is shown to have better
network performance. For the three designs the toj^ologies which were used during
the deployment differs from the expected topology, although there is slightly
less difference for the tool design. This results in an under-utilisation of the
relay-nodes. The lower performance of the site-survey based design is due to
unsta1)le network topology which generates excessive routing and network traffic
overheads. Analysis of data forwarding traffic shows that the site-survey based
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design })erfornis better to s’pread the data forwarding load among its nodes than
the tool design. However the larger network overhead in the site-snrvey based
design cancels these benefits and resulted in more data being transferred within
the network and therefore higher radio iitilisation and quicker battery depletion.

5.4

Conclusion

The implementation of the design methodology j)resented in this thesis, into a
software tool inii)roves the WSN design ])rocess in a number of ways. This soft
ware tool implementation allows for (jiiick WSN design. Using the automatic
design and optimisation, even an inexi)erienced user can design a WSN to meet
application specific reciiiirements. Using the manual design caj)abilities, the de
signer can modify the layout of a design and get immediate feedback on how
those changes affect the network toj^ology and its associated })ower consnni])tion
])rofile. Overall design time is fnrther reduced through the cai)ability of antoniatically inii)orting the environment description.
Evaluation has been carried out in order to coni])are the j)ro])osed methodol
ogy against traditional design approaches. The evaluation has been made using
both pre-defiiK'd and dynamic routes. In the fixed routes ex])eriment, the use of
the design tool led to a reduced infrastrnctnre cost and inii)roved network reliabil
ity with higher sensing packet recei)tion rate. This can be seen as a cost saving of
€680 for the tool based design, with 2 base-stations and 2 additional relay nodes,
when compared to the HPS design, with 3 base-stations and 5 relay-nodes. Also
the j)acket delivery ratio for the tool based approach is 98.22 % compared to 97.17
% for the HPS design and 97.68 % for the site-survey based design.

The dynamic routes experiment also showed that the use of the design tool
reduced the infrastructure cost when com])ared to other design strategies. The
results showed that the site-survey based design, given 1 base station and 4 relay
nodes, provided a cost saving of €500 compared to the HPS design, given 2 basestations and 4 relay nodes, and that the tool based design, given 1 base-station
and 1 relay-node, ])rodiiced cost savings of €680. The three designs performed
well in terms of packet delivery ratio, with a minor disadvantage for the sitesurvey based design as the j^acket delivery ratio for the tool based approach is
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99.95 % compared to 99.90 % for the HPS design and 99.55 % for the site-survey
l)ased design. Due to its additional infrastructure cost, the HPS design results in
a network topology with fewer hoj^s and therefore is more stable when compared
to both the site-survey and tool based designs. This can be measured with the
numl)er of to])ology changes, with only a total of 19 topologies being used for the
HPS design, while the site survey and tool based designs res])ectively used 786
and 116 different topologies. The fact that the site-survey based design changed
topology over 7 times more frequently than the tool based design is a considerable
measure of the network instability that characterises the site-survey based design.
The difference in network throughi)ut between the two designs, 80.41 % for the
site-survey based design and 96.74 % for the tool based design, shows that the
site-survey based design suffered from considerable network overhead.

When

compared to the site-survey based design, the tool based design led to a more
stal)le network toj)ology and a reduced network overhead as a result.
The objf'ctive of using the automatic; design and o})timisation is not only to
sinii)hfy the design i)rocess, but also to provide similar or better network per
formance while rc'ducing associatcxl infrastructure cost. In addition, designing a
\\’SN using the design tool is cpiicker than when using traditional apju’oaches.
The })otential time savings and associated lal)our costs associated with doing a
deployment can be dramatically reduced when software support tools are em
ployed. Results from the experiments suggest that as the design scales up to a
larger de])loyment, the design becomes more difficult and the benefits of using
the design tool can increase proportionally.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion Sz Future Work

6.1

Conclusion

The design and deployinent i)lanning of WSN for indoor environinents is a dif
ficult task due to iiiaiiy and often conflicting design constraints and the iinj)ac:t
of ol)stacles on RF connniniic:ation (|nality. Often deployments are currently car
ried ont in an ad-hoc fashion, relying on a ’’try and see” ap])roach and time
consmning sit(' surveys. Most current a})proaches to dej)loynient ])lanning fail to
account for the inhnence of obstacles that are inherent to indoor environments
and nsnally only pursue a single design objective. The work presented in this the
sis im])roves on current ai)i)roaches to design indoor WSN. In order to sup])ort
the i)roposed design methodology, a number of models were developed to assist
the WSN design and deployment j)lanning process. These models are the foun
dation of the development of an antoniatic design and optimisation algorithm.
Using the agent-based optimisation approach presented in Chapter 4, enabled
the automatic design process for indoor WSN considering multiple optimisation
constraints. The influence of each design objective on the design outcome can be
l)arameterised in order to match application requirements.
The implementation of the proposed WSN design methodology into a soft
ware tool allows for even inex})erienced users to design a WSN which is tailored
to their ai)phcation specific requirements. The proposed WSN design methodol
ogy has l)een evaluated in order to assess whether it improves the current WSN
design process. This evaluation comijared, using common requirements, different
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WSN designs that were based on industry design guidelines, an expert WSN de
signer knowledge and experience relying on site-surveys, and the WSN design tool
that was developed as ])art of this researc:h work. This evaluation was validated
through real WSN dej^loyinent, which lasted up to a week each, and was iinpleniented using l^oth pre-defined and dynainic routing schemes to cover a wide range
of implementation possibilities. The data collected during these deployments has
been thoroughly anal3"sed in order to evaluate various aspect of network conmiunication i)erformance. The evaluation has shown that the use of the WSN design
tool led to reduced infrastructure requirements, with an associated reductions
of over 20% in infrastructure costs alone, while maintaining or even improving
c:ommunication quality and efhcieiu^y. On top of these measurable advantages,
the }:)roj)osed approacti improves the WSN design process through the use of the
tool by reducing its inherent coni])lexity, making the design of high quality and
cost effective WSN })ossible for even inexperienced users. In addition, the time
recjuired to i)erform a design is reducc'd using the proposed apj^roach. Finall}^, as
the size of the target environment and deployments increase, it is expected that
the advantages of using the proposed W'SN design methodology also increase.
The implementation of the WSN design methodolog}^ as part of a software
tool allows it to be widely used and as a result greatly facilitating the WSN
design i)rocess. Oncte a WSN design has been generated, sensor nodes need to
be implemented, i.e. i)rogrannned, and de])loyed onto the field. Although this
process is not directly supported by the proposed design methodology, it can be
integrated with other works in order to sup])ort the full design process. Such
work has l)een carried out as j^art of collaborative research work and is described
in [73]. The WSN design methodology which is presented in this thesis has been
combined with the Open Framework Middleware (OFM) which provides a modelbased ap])roach to deploy and update configuration of sensor nodes.
By doing so, an approach which supports the design, implementation and
management of wireless sensing infrastructure within buildings has been develoj^ed.
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6.2

Future Work

The work presented in this thesis conld l)e extended by the develoi^inent of a
continnons design and coniinissioning of wireless sensing infrastructure through
out its lifetime.

Such infrastructure would continuously monitor a WSN and

automatically re-design i:)arts of it if necessary. Such mechanism would be par
ticularly suited for in-building applications where a central entity (e.g. a BMS)
is usually used to collect sensor data and i)erform building management o])erations. In such scenarios, WSN are de])loyed for a long time and minimal human
intervention should be reciuired to keej) the network running. During the lifetime
of the WSN, some nodes may die due to battery de])letion and therefore altering
the network to])ology. In addition, it is not imeommon for the building layout to
change over time. Walls may be added or removed, large furniture may be moved
within the building. Changes in the building layout affect the network topol
ogy and may ])otentially result in communication bottlenecks within the network
or partitioning of the lU'twork resulting from losses of connectivity. To address
these issues, a re-configuration or modification of the deployed network may be
necessary in order to maintain ex})e(hed levels of performance and prolong the
network lifetime. These issues can be addressed by the development of a con
tinuous commissioning api)roach which would combine the api)roach developed
as i:)art of this research work with network monitoring, simulations and macTine
learning techniques.
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Appendix A - WSN Design Tool
User Guide
The design tool eoiitaiiis some key eomi)oiieiits:
• Tlie Menu on toj) regToni)s all the fnnctionalities that are required for the
design of WSN.
• The Object Tree on the left shows all the entities that are within a floor
])lan. It inehides objects from th(' environment snch as wall, windows or
technology objects snch as sensor nodes.
• The Drawing Area in the centre of tlie screen is used to visualise and edit
the floor i)lan and the different coni])onents of the network.
• The toolbar on the right includes the tools that are most used to edit the
floor i:)lan and design WSN. The tools can also be fonnd in the Menu.
• The fioor plan selection combo box, between the Menu and the Drawing
Area allows tlie user to select which floor plan he/she wishes to work on.
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The design tool allows the user to iiiii)ort the eiiviroiiineiit descrij)tion from Au
toCAD (*.dxf format) or to describe it using the tool. This section walks through
the different ste])s that are required to create a new ])roject and inj)iit the geom
etry of a huilding.
Create a new project
Wireteu NetworV Design Toor(i^«2|||||^^
File

Edit

Zoom

View

Environnnent Tools

Enter the i)roject, environment names and the size of the environment
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Ill order to draw the eiiviroiiiiieiit, a regular grid can be displayed on the
drawing area. Both a line grid and a dot grid can be used.

The size of the grid can also be changed using View > Grid Tool > Grid Size.
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Walls, doors and windows can be added to the floor plan to jirovide the
environinent description. It is inii)ortant that ])roper materials are assigned to
the elements of the floor i^lan. The list of available materials is available in the
Proj)erties tab under the Object Tree.
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Wall
Door
Window
Polyline
Rectangle

Once the correct wall material is selected, walls, doors and windows can be
drawn onto the floor plan. The following tools can be used:
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The wall, door and window tools have similar behaviour: click and hold the
mouse button at the start position then release the mouse button to draw the
desired line. The rectangle tool uses the same behaviour to define the position of
two opposite corners. The polyline however has a different behaviour as the user
needs to use the left click (without holding down) to add a point of the polyline.
The last point is done by using the right click instead of the left click. If the grid
is activated, new lines will snaj) onto the grid. Holding down the Ctrl key, when
specifying a new ])osition, moves the new position to the closest line extremity.
This feature is used to avoid undesirable small gai)s when joining two walls. The
material of any wall, window or door can be changed by double clicking on the
element’s name in the Object Tree. The user can use the Zooming tool to zoom
in specific areas of the floor i)lan using the left mouse button (similar to rectangle
selection).

Right click (with the Zooming tool s(dected) to zoom out and display the
whole environment. Alternatively, us(^ Zoom > Normal View.
4^ Wireless Network Design Tool (Beta * WSAN (
File

Edit
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Zoom 50%
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Set View Port

At any stage, the current floor plan can lie saved. The default format. Vector
Scalable Graphics (*.svg), should be used.
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Similarly existing floor plan (;an be opened.
^ Wirelcjs Network Design Tool (Bet
File

Edit

Zoom
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A-2

L21J:

Pre-processing

Onee the layout of the environment is deflned a few ])re-i)rocessing ste])s are
retinired before nnming the j)ro])agation model and design the WSN.

A-2.1

Demand Areas

First a Demand Area needs to be defined using the Demand Area tool.

A Demand Area specifies a zone where wireless devices may be added and
defines where radio propagation modelling characteristics will be evaluated. A
Demand Area is defined as a ])olyline (several left click, right click for the last
position). It is recommended to hold the Ctrl key when defining a Demand Area
to match its position with the walls in the floor plan.
Make sure that Demand Areas are displayed by selecting View > Optimisation
Objects > Demand Areas > Show Demand Areas.
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^ Wifeless Netwofk Design Tool (Beta - WSAN DesiyOj
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Undesirable Demand Areas can l)e deleted using the Object Tree.

A-2.2

Sensor Positions

The next stej) is to define the joosition of the sensors. It is important that the
l)osition of the sensors is defined before generating the coverage map. To add a
sensor, click on Environment Tools > Technology > Place Sensor.
Zoom

View

Environment Tools

^ eUlN

Indoor

|221

Guides

Objects

lect
ivironment
I-

arocmd NIMBUSt
f*l Inrlonf

Measureme

Lines
IgtouncLNIMBUSC

Technology

iBl %UI>

Signal Prediction

•

Deselect All Tools

Place Sensor
^ Place Router
• Place Sink

Show Tool Bar
Technology Specification

Move/Edit Device

Update Ground Origin

Wireless Sensors

The Default Sensor Tyi)e window ])ops up let the user select the sensor model
to be used and some application properties. Once the user clicks on OK he/she
can })lace one or many sensors by left clicking at the desired position on the floor
l)lan.
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Once the sensors are added to the floor plan, their properties can be changed
l)y double clicking on the desired sensor id in the Object Tree. The sensor model
links to the device library which regroups a descri])tion of several sensors plat
forms. New sensors can be added to the device library. The device library can
be accessed using the Edit Device Library button of the sensor properties dialog
or through the File > Manage Lil^rary menu.
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1-0 i-Q

4^ Deployment Area Details

Available components

Device details:

Please add required devices for (he WSN design
Device id
Sensors
2Smm Tyndal Mole

Sinks

Routers
Sink

Battery powered
Line powered
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I Temperature
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Edit Battery Model

Output power range |o
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Save charrges

Add

Remove

Add
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Add

dbm

Reset fieids

Remove

OK

L

Cancel

Wireless Network Desig
File

Edit

Zoom

View
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Import

►

Export Floorplan
Project

>
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Manage Library

A--2.3

Candidate positions

Coverage Map Generation

Candidate jTositions are used in order to rednee the application search space. A
candidate position is a point within the environinent where a wireless device can
be added. Candidate positions can either be generated using a regular grid or by
using Candidate AP lines.
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A-2.3.1

Regular grid

Candidate positions are placed at regular distances according to a grid-like pat
tern within the environnient. The distance between each candidate j)osition can
be changed. The Coverage Maj) is antoniatically generated when creating the
Regular Grid.
•t i
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Help

Results

1) Pre-Processing
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Gnd Offset;

Cancel
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A-2.3.2

Candidates AP lines

Candidate i)ositions are created along Candidate AP lines are lines. It allows for
more control on the location and density of the candidate positions. Defining
candidate })ositions using Candidate AP lines is a 2-step ])rocess. First one or
several Candidate AP lines must be created. Candidate AP lines are drawn like
I)olyline objects.
it
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Help

Results
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1) Pre-Processing
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2) Optimisation
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j

Split Candidate AP Line

Then the candidate AP lines must be split in order to create the candidate
positions and generate the Coverage Map. The distance between each candidate
position can be changed.
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A-2.4

Cancel

Display Candidate Positions

The user t^an choose to disi)lay or hide the candidate positions in View > Optiniisation Objects > Candidate AP Grid > Show Candidate AP.
Wireless Network Design Tool (Beti - WSAN Design)]
File Edit Zoom View Environment Tools
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The generation of the candidate positions grid and the associated coverage
inaj) is the last step of j^re-processing.
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A-2,5

Export Coverage Map to XML

At this stage the connectivity inaj), which stores the attenuation between every
sensors and candidate i)ositions, can l)e exported in XML format in order to use
this information in a different tool. To do so click on File > Export Floor plan >
Ex])ort Connectivity Map. select the output file and wait while the information
is being exported. This may take a while and a dialog will confirm the success of
the o])eration.
^ Wireless Network Design Tool (Beta • WSAN Design)
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Cancel

The Coiiiieetivity Maj) regroups two types of devices: sensors and candidate
])ositions. Each device (sensor or candidate position) is associated with a list of
neighbour sensors and neighbour candidate positions. Each neighbour device is
identified by its device id and has a received signal strength value. Each device id
is unique and takes the form of sensor^x or candidateposition jx for sensors and
candidate positions respectively, with x being an index value. The information
contained in the Coimecdivity Map allows creating a 2-way connectivity graph
between sensors and candidate positions. It allows the estimation of sensor-tosensor, sensor-to-candidate position and candidate position-to-candidate position
links.

A-3

Automatic Design

The automatic design j)rocess uses an agent-based optimisation algorithm to aiitoniatically generate a WSN design. The automatic design dialog is ol)tained
through Optimisation Tools > Optimisation > Automatic Design.
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Utility function weighting factors and other oi)tiinisation paranieters can ])e
changed to influence the o})tiniisation outcome. It is advised to use the default pa
rameters for most of the scenarios. The starting position can be chosen manually
or randomly.
Click on the Init Imtton to initialise the optimisation process. This places
an agent on the starting candidate j)osition, evaluates the network topology and
calculates the agent’s utility.
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Click on the Start button to start the automatic design and optimisation.
Alternatively the user can ste}) through each round of the optimisation j^rocess
using the Step button. Once the design is started, the user must wait until the
end of the optimisation process.

Design complete: all sensors are covered and agent cannot improve their utility!
OK

Once a design is conii)leted a new design can be made by clicking again on
Init then Start. When closing the Automatic Design window, the latest design
is loaded into the floor plan. The user can modify it using the manual design
cai)abilities of the tool.
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A-4

Manual Design

The user can iiiaiiually eieat(' or modify a WSN design. Each time there is a
change in the number or j)osition of windess devices the network topology is
rc^-evalnated. This i)rovides visual fecxlback to the user which allows to cpiickly
evaluating the impact of changes within the network infrastrnctnre. The WSN
design can start once sensor positions have been defined and the coverage map
have been generated. The design consists of adding, moving and deleting addi
tional relay nodes (Routers) and base stations (Sinks).

A-4.1

Add Sink and Router Devices

The Plac;e Router and Place Sink caj^abilities are available in the toolbar or in
Environment Tools > Technology.
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}n Tool (Beta - WSAN Design)
Environment Tools

Objects

Signal Prediction

Measurement

Indoor
Lines
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Guides
Technology
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^ Place Sensor
^ Place Router

Deselect All Tools
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Show Tool Bar

Technology Specification
Update Ground Origin

Place Sink
Move/Edft Device

X

Wireless Sensors

1-------------------------
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\Mieii clicking on Place Sink or Place Ronter tool, the user can assign an id
to the (levic;e and choose which model to use from the device library.
Default Sink Type
^ Default Router Type,

Device Identification
Device Identification:

iRTTag
I Hardware characteristics
Sink model
I Sink

I

Hardware characterisbcs
Router model
^

Use another device

I Battery powered

|

Use another device

|

U........... ............

OK

OK

Once these parameters are entered, one or several devices of the same type
can be added on the floor plan using the left click, with the mouse pointing at
the desired position. The new device will then be placed on the closest candidate
l)osition and the network topology will be updated. Note that the network topol
ogy is only generated if there is at least one sink in the floor plan. Properties of
any wireless devices on the floor plan can be changed by double clicking on their
corres])onding device Ad in the Object Tree.
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A-4.2

click on the device using Move Device

I
|
^^—j

(b) Delete using the Object Tree

Move/Edit Devices

Once Sinks and routers are added on the floor plan, their jtosition can be changed
using the Move Device tool.

This tool allows the user to drag and droj) a device into a new position: left
click on the device, hold down while moving to the new position and release the
mouse bnttoii when at the desired position. The device will then be moved to
the closest candidate position. A right click on the device, using the Move Device
tool, allows the user to delete device. Alternatively a device can be deleted using
the Object Tree.
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A-4.3

WSN Visualisation Capabilities

The View > Wireless Network menu allows the user to display additional infor
mation on the floor plan.
4^ Wireless Network Design Tool (Beta - WSANDesign)
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The most useful when designing a WSN are:
- Shorn WSN topology: shows the network topology (blue line)
- Show Sensor' Lifetime: shows a battery level icon on toj) of each sensor and
router which re])resent the estimated ])ower consumption level of a device
within the network

e

6

- Show sink Covei'age: shows the coverage map of the sink(s) in the floor plan.
The received signal strength level within the environment is represented by
different colours. The Colour Scale, tab beside the Object Tree, shows the
relationshi]) with colours and signal level exj)ressed in dBm.
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- Draw Link Quality: shows the average received signal strength of each link.

- Show all WSN Links: shows a connectivity inap of the network which rep
resents all the links that can be established between the devices within the
network.
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